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ABSTRACT

Recent studies indicate that grassroots organizations are adopting new communication technologies (specifically the Internet) with greater frequency in order to increase their effectiveness. The Internet was a critical innovation for the business community in the 1990s. For over a decade, the corporate realm’s zeal for adopting information and communication technology (ICT) had a powerful influence on the managerial practices of other types of organizations, such as governmental and not-for-profits (NFP). Many social and environmental groups, special interest advocates, grassroots organizations, activists, and civic networks are gradually expanding their Internet use and related online applications (e.g. e-mail) for civic engagement purposes. Despite the potential benefits of adopting the Internet as a means of boosting civic participation, diffusion and utilization of this, or any other, innovative technology does not happen automatically.

This study examined the effects of social influences on the use of e-mail in a not-for-profit (NFP) grassroots organization in an urban community. The social influence model of technology use (SIMTU) was applied to examine self-reported attitudes toward, and perceptions of the usage of e-mail in the studied organization. The study explored social context’s and opinion leadership’s influence on members’ media choices and beliefs, using ethnographic qualitative research methods in the form of in-depth interviews and observations.

The present research is unique in its approach because it considers NFP community-based organizations to be different from business-like NFP (e.g. universities and museums), as well as other corporate organizations. Building on past research and following the SIMTU framework, this case study explored how social influence in NFT grassroots organization is different from social influence in other
types of organizations. In addition, the study explored who the opinion leaders are in such an organization, and to what extent do these leaders impact members’ e-mail use.

72% of the target population participated in the study. The data included 26 in-depth interviews, along with questionnaires, as well as 10 participant observations on-site. The study examines the social context within and around the organization. Findings indicate low levels of e-mail use among organization members; participants reported being influenced by norm behaviour and a preference for alternative, traditional, communication media (e.g. face-to-face interactions and phone conversation). Qualitative data provided evidence of social influences, e.g., direct social pressures, organizational norms, and the use of stories to emphasize beliefs and actions that were considered appropriate in this organization. Furthermore, the present research found modest but pervasive social influence from constituents and community norms on members’ media attitudes and usage.

All of this suggests that the uses and perceptions of communication technology can be better understood in NFP grassroots community-based organizations if the social environment is explicitly considered. The thesis ends with a discussion of possible theoretical expansion of the SIMTU, practical implications, and suggestions for further research.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Adapting to Change: Online Communication Use in Grassroots Organizations

Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and not-for profit (NFP) grassroots organizations have increasingly been perceived by society as having the capacity to improve democratic processes, encourage citizen participation in civic life and strengthen social networks (D. Lewis & Madon, 2004). Traditionally, grassroots organizations have participated in the political process by relying on face-to-face interaction as well as conventional communication media (e.g. telephone, post mail, and mass media) to engage their constituents and obtain their involvement (Dahlgren, 2004; Kellogg, 1999; McLeod, Scheufele, & Moy, 1999; McLeod et al., 1999).

However, more recent case studies around the world indicate that grassroots organizations are adopting new communication technologies (specifically the Internet), with greater frequency to increase their effectiveness (Froehling, 1997; Illingworth, Williams, & Burnett, 2002; Lebert, 2003; O'Lear, 1999; Park, 2002; Postmes & Brunsting, 2002; J. Wood, 2005; Yerxa & Moll, 1994).

The Internet was a critical innovation for the business community in the 1990s. For over a decade, the corporate realm’s zeal for adopting information and communication technology (ICT) had a powerful influence on the managerial practices of other types of organizations, such as governmental and NFPs (Still, 2006). Many kinds of social and environmental movements, special interest organizations, grassroots organizations, activist groups, and civic networks are gradually expanding their Internet use and related online applications (e.g. e-mails) for civic engagement purposes with the goal of allowing citizens to develop different levels of political engagement (Bimber, 1999; Dahlgren, 2000; J. E. Katz, Rice, & Aspden, 2001).
Despite the potential benefits of adopting the Internet as a means of boosting civic participation, diffusion and utilization of an innovative technology does not happen automatically.

**Diffusion of technology use & the social influence process**

Diffusion processes have been a longstanding concern of organizational theorists and researchers (Rogers, 1983). Researchers have concentrated on the formal (e.g. official policy) and informal (individual worker’s initiative) adoption of new technologies in intra-organizational settings in order to better understand how these innovations come to gain or lose popularity within organizations once they are introduced (L. K. Lewis & Seibold, 1993; Lind & Zmud, 1991). Many of these studies grounded their theories in technological determinism, suggesting that technology proceeds along a path of its own making, inevitably bringing social progress along the way (Campbell & Russo, 2003; Contractor & Eisenberg, 1990). Technological determinism was challenged when later studies indicated that ICT use and adoption are not solely dependent on the technical features of the technology itself. Values and socially constructed norms can also influence the adoption and use of communication technology (Contractor & Eisenberg, 1990; Fulk, 1993; Fulk, Schmitz, & Steinfield, 1990).

Rogers’ (1983) diffusion of innovation theory suggests that the rate of adoption of an innovation may be explained by the innovation’s characteristics: relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability\(^1\), and observability\(^2\). Empirical research (Charlton, Gittings, Leng, Little, & Neilsen, 1998; O'Callaghan, 1998; Rogers, 2003; Still, 2006) found that adoption of new ICT in organizations was accelerated when

\(^1\) “The degree to which an innovation may be experimented with on a limited basis” (Rogers, 2003, p. 16).

\(^2\) “The degree to which the results of an innovation are visible to others” (Rogers, 2003, p. 16)
opinion leaders attributed benefits to the use of these technologies, as follows: ICT use is advantageous to the organization; it fits well with the workflow of the organization; it is simple to use and apply; technology can be tried before being implemented into the system; and its uses and benefits would be plainly visible to other organization members. Supporting the contribution of opinion leadership to adoption of new ICT, social influence theory of technology use argues that the introduction of ICT into a workplace promotes new social processes that influence the perceptions and use of ICT in an organization (Contractor & Eisenberg, 1990; Haythornthwaite, 2002; Hollingshead & Contractor, 2002; Jackson, Poole, & Kuhn, 2002; Lievrouw, 2002; Poole & DeSanctis, 1990; Yuan et al., 2005).

However, social influence processes can be experienced differently even in similar organizations, owing to each environment’s unique social context (Fulk, Schmitz, & Steinfeld, 1990). Within the not-for-profit community, organizations such as universities, museums and public institutes present different sets of priorities and contexts for the diffusion or rejection of ICT than grassroots organizations (O’Lear, 1999; Shah & Scheufele, 2006). While the non-grassroots NFPs adopt business-oriented incentives for incorporating e-mail use into their mission, many grassroots organizations have lagged behind in terms of expanding e-mail use, though e-mail use and other online applications have become increasingly useful in terms of individual civic engagement (Bimber, 1999; Dahlgren, 2004; J. E. Katz, Rice, & Aspden, 2001).

**Thesis Overview**

By making a case study of a single grassroots organization, this thesis aims to produce a better understanding of some of the social aspects concerning diffusion of Internet applications—specifically e-mail use—in such organizations. This study is a
result of keen interest in organized civic engagement and how new ICT may become a useful resource in helping grassroots organizations to affect public policy.

For the purpose of studying the social influence processes impacting e-mail use in a grassroots organization, the proposed research adopts the Social Influence Model of Technology Use (SIMTU) which was proposed by Fulk et al. (1990) and later extended by Yuan et al. (2005). Using a modified social influence model,(Fulk, Heino, Flanagin, Monge, & Bar, 2004; Yuan et al., 2005) the research identifies peer and opinion leaders’ perceived attitudes towards e-mail use as a set of incentives for individual adoption or rejection of this technology.

As mentioned above, diffusion of innovation theory (Rogers, 1983) argues that opinion leaders are one of the key factors affecting diffusion of new technologies in organizations. The thesis explores this argument by employing SIMTU to identify members’ perceptions of the organization’s opinion leaders’ view of e-mail applications. Specifically, the thesis uses SIMTU to understand opinion leaders’ social influences on individual e-mail use in grassroots organizations.

Chapter 2 presents general theoretical background on the social influence model of technology use (SIMTU), social influence processes and the role of opinion leaders. Chapter 3 outlines the construction of the research and the methods employed to collect data. Chapter 4 presents the results and observations of the case study, and chapter 5 discusses the findings, connects them to previous research, and highlights key aspects that are novel to the field. The chapter concludes with an overview of some possible theoretical and practical applications.
CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

_The Social Influence Model of Technology Use (SIMTU)_

The social influence model of technology use (SIMTU) (Fulk, 1993; Fulk, Schmitz, & Steinfeld, 1990; Schmitz & Fulk, 1991) maintains that an individual’s use of and attitudes towards ICT are influenced by his/her social context. According to the model, contextual social factors influence the attitudes, statements, and behaviours of an individual in close contact with one or more significant peers(s). An individual organization member’s approach to specific ICT (i.e. e-mail use) can be examined through the lens of interpersonal interactions between members, and as the product of the interpretive process of the individual within the socio-cultural community.

Research indicates that the social influence model is a useful framework for explaining some perceptions and uses of communication media in organizational settings (Campbell & Russo, 2003). Empirical studies shed light on the existence of social influence processes on media use patterns within groups in organizations (Campbell & Russo, 2003; David, 2004; Hollingshead & Contractor, 2002; Poole & DeSanctis, 1990). Studies also show that perceptions of e-mail’s media richness\(^3\) are significantly related to those of one’s supervisor and five most frequent organizational contacts (Fulk & DeSanctis, 1995; Fulk, Schmitz, & Steinfeld, 1990; Schmitz & Fulk, 1991).

Studies of social influence processes and new media use have shown that individuals’ perceptions of their peers’ use of ICT tend to influence their own usage (Campbell & Russo, 2003; Fulk, 1993; Fulk, Heino, Flanagin, Monge, & Bar, 2004).

---

\(^3\) Medium richness is a function of (1) its capacity to convey multiple verbal and non-verbal cues, (2) its capacity for immediate feedback, (3) language variety; and (4) the degree to which it is recipient focused (Daft & Lengel, 1986; Klebe Trevino, Webster, & Stein, 2000).
While acknowledging the importance of opinion leaders, most existing empirical studies on the impact of social influence on ICT use focus primarily on the influence of peers and provide only limited discussion of opinion leaders (Campbell & Russo, 2003; Contractor & Eisenberg, 1990; David, 2004; DeSanctis & Fulk, 1999; Fulk, 1993; Fulk & DeSanctis, 1995; Fulk, Schmitz, & Steinfield, 1990; Hollingshead & Contractor, 2002; Klebe Trevino, Webster, & Stein, 2000; Schmitz & Fulk, 1991; Smoreda & Thomas, 2001; Yuan et al., 2005). Related empirical studies on organizations’ diffusion processes found that key communicators, such as opinion leaders, play a significant role in shaping adoption patterns throughout the organization (Charlton, Gittings, Leng, Little, & Neilsen, 1998; Lievrouw, 2002; Rogers, 1983, 2003; Still, 2006; Valente & Davis, 1999).

\textbf{Social Influence Processes}

Social norms theory asserts that individuals measure themselves against others when assessing the appropriateness or acceptability of their own ideas and actions (Bagozzi & Lee, 2002; Kelman, 1961; Noelle-Neumann, 1990). Kelman (1961) used the term \textit{compliance} to explain this type of direct social influence and regarded it as an important form of interpersonal influence: individual group members conform to norm behaviours and attitudes as a response to pressure or fear of isolation, even though they do not understand the necessity for acquired norm behaviour. The social norm theory further argues that subjective norms play a significant role in cases in which social expectations are less immediately felt (Bagozzi & Lee, 2002; Eagly & Chaiken, 1993). Hence, one’s actions may not be perceived as an outcome of social pressure.

Another mode of influence characterised by group norms is known as \textit{internalization} (Bagozzi & Lee, 2002; Kelman, 1961; Yuan et al., 2005). Behaviour
(e.g. adoption or rejection of ICT) of individual group members is determined after one personally accepts the other members’ attitudes, behavioural norms, perceptions, and values. Eagly & Chaiken (1993) suggest that “values” can be constructed broadly to include beliefs and attitudes (e.g. the belief that e-mail communication between organization members for organization-purposes increases the organization’s effectiveness). The self-regulatory aspects of internalization- that is, the means through which one compares him/herself to others in behaviours or perceived attitudes and then makes cognitive adjustments - has been shown to originate in early socialization. One understands and accepts the social standards for conduct through observation of significant peers or opinion leaders. These observations form self-guides for meeting the idealised goals of these opinion leaders (Bagozzi & Lee, 2002).

Human behaviour, such as the potential for one individual to be influenced by another, has often been explained in terms of one-sided determinism (Bandura, 1978); behaviour is depicted as being shaped and controlled by environmental influences or by one’s natural disposition. Social cognitive theory (Bandura, 1986) explains psychological functioning in terms of triadic reciprocal causation: Behaviour, cognitive factors, environmental events, and other individual elements operate as interacting determinates that influence each other bi-directionally. This reciprocal model of interaction does not imply that the different sources of influence are of equal strength, nor do the reciprocal influences necessarily occur simultaneously. Rather, it takes time for a casual factor to exert its influence and to activate mutual influences, yet the social cognitive process may help us explain the socialised individual action component (R. Wood & Bandura, 1989; Yuan et al., 2005).

Structuration theory (Giddens, 1979) explains the social process of reciprocal interaction between human actors and structural features within a social system. It suggests that human action is subjected to a given structure (e.g. an organization),
which is by itself a result of previous human actions. Structural properties consist of
the rules and resources that individuals use in their everyday interaction. These rules
and resources mediate human actions, while at the same time being reaffirmed by the
actions of individuals (Orlikowski, 1992; Poole & DeSanctis, 1990). Norms of use are
initiated and sustained by frequent communicators and further reinforced by continued
use (Contractor & Eisenberg, 1990; Fulk, Schmitz, & Steinfield, 1990; Yates,
Orlikowski, & Okamura, 1999).

**Opinion Leadership**

The concept of opinion leadership is based on two key assumptions (E. Katz &
Lazarsfeld, 1955): First, the process of opinion formation is social. When individuals
are required to react to a stimulus they turn to relatives or peers to “define the situation
(or “social reality”) in terms that permit them to act” (Black, 1982, p. 170). Second,
for any given subject, there are some individuals to whom others are more likely to
turn for advice. According to Rogers (1983), opinion leadership is determined by the
manner in which “an individual is able to informally influence other individuals’
attitudes or overt behaviour in a desired way with relative frequency” (p. 271). The
term “opinion leaders” strongly suggests influence. The usual terminology describing
these individuals (e.g. innovators, significant others, trend setters, etc.) imply qualities
that “go beyond simple advice-seeking from peers, suggesting delegation of power or
responsibility for decisions by the person asking advice” (Black, 1982, p. 170).

Rogers (1983) suggests that “when a social system’s norms favour change, opinion
leaders are more innovative, but when the norms do not favour change, opinion
leaders are not especially innovative” (p. 284). The relationship between opinion
leadership and adoptive behaviour is based on a number of assumptions: (1) that the
innovation is highly recommended by a competent authority; (2) that it is of central
importance to the groups for whom it is intended; (3) that it has some social relevance, and (4) that its benefits are visible to the intended adopter (Gatignon & Robertson, 1985; Venkatraman, 1989). The decision-maker moves from awareness of the innovation, to forming an attitude toward it, to deciding to adopt or reject it, to implementing or ignoring the new idea, in this sequence of effects (Rogers, 1983).

In the diffusion of innovation model (Gatignon & Robertson, 1985; O'Callaghan, 1998; Rogers, 1983; Still, 2006; Thomas, 1967; Valente & Davis, 1999), the influence of opinion leadership must be understood in the context of the network of social and communication relationships in which it occurs. Opinion leaders are usually those individuals who have higher status and social standing than other people in their social system and consequently, they have the potential to exercise influence. They are more “interconnected” with their peers than opinion followers, where interconnectedness is the “degree to which units in the social system are linked by interpersonal networks” (Rogers, 1983, p. 290). These networks of relations provide fora and opportunities for face-to-face interaction by which opinion leaders can exert influence on other members of the social system (Venkatraman, 1989).

It is interesting that although opinion leaders enjoy relatively high status, they tend not to be much different from other members of the social system (Venkatraman, 1989). Opinion leaders may be similar to other individuals with whom they interact in certain attributes, such as beliefs, social background and the like. Since the similarity makes the personal relevance and desirability of the innovation more obvious, influence through this avenue is more common (Rogers, 1983).

Opinion leaders are usually conservative, less risk- or change- seekers than other change agents in the organization⁴ (Venkatraman, 1989), well interconnected in their

---

⁴ Exposure to new technology usually occurs through a change agent within the given social or structural system. These change agents, sometimes refers to as “early adopters,” are defined as people who are relatively early in adopting an innovation when compared to their peers (Rogers, 1983). Early
social system and tend to conform to its norms (Rogers, 1983; Venkatraman, 1989). Therefore, opinion leaders have a greater tendency to share information than other change agents and have stronger personal and social motives to promote a specific attitude towards the innovation (i.e. adoption or rejection) (Rogers, 1983; Venkatraman, 1989).

**The “Digital Divide”**

Previous studies’ findings suggest that online ICT aimed at interpersonal communication (e.g. e-mail, chat, bulletin boards, etc.) has potential for increasing face-to-face interaction and social capital (Bimber, 1999; Castells, 1996; Hargittai, 2004; J. E. Katz & Rice, 2002; McLeod, Scheufele, & Moy, 1999; McLeod et al., 1999; O'Lear, 1999; Still, 2006). However, while use is gradually growing, online communication continues to exclude certain societies and communities (Jennings & Zeitner, 2003; J. E. Katz, Rice, & Aspden, 2001). This “exclusiveness” of ICT use and access is referred to as the “digital divide”.

The term “digital divide” implicates a gap between those who have the access and knowledge to use online communication technology, and those who have not (Hargittai, 2004; Jennings & Zeitner, 2003; J. E. Katz & Rice, 2002; J. E. Katz, Rice, & Aspden, 2001). These “haves” and “have-nots” are also separated by social contextual factors such as awareness, support, education, and economic background. Relevant research on developing communities world-wide (within first-world countries as well as developing nations), attributes the digital divide and effectiveness of adopters are usually change agents with a local agenda intended to speed up the diffusion process. They tend to have higher socioeconomic profiles, to be risk-takers and adventure-seekers, and have considerable exposure to mass media channels of communication (Gatignon & Robertson, 1985; Rogers, 1983; Venkatraman, 1989). They also help trigger the majority of potential users when they adopt an innovation (Rogers, 1983). Opinion leaders and adopters are similar in terms of their socioeconomic status and their level of media exposure, however they are quite different in terms of their personalities and relationships to their social system (Venkatraman, 1989).
of ICT use to given social conditions of literacy, education, and economic possibilities (J. E. Katz & Rice, 2002; Norris, 2000; Warschauer, 2003), as well as to technological infrastructure inferiority (Hargittai, 2004; Norris, 2000, 2001).

While international awareness of the digital divide has focused mainly on the gap between underdeveloped and developed nations (Norris, 2000), many communities within developed countries lack access and the ability to practice online communication (Castells, 1985, 1996). Though in developed countries various ICT infrastructures are widely available, it is important to identify the digital gap per ICT-use (Hargittai, 2004), meaning the intensity of the digital gap is dependent on the computer-mediated communication being used. For example, sending and receiving e-mails as a mean of communication differs from online information retrieval. One might use online technology to retrieve information but prefer more traditional means to communicate with his/her peers. Similarly, Internet use varies from cell phone use. Cell phone technology is made more accessible to individuals than computers, due to its relative lower cost for hardware and use. This study’s peripheral findings support this notion, as discussed in the results and conclusion chapters.

**Applying a Social Influence Model of Technology Use (SIMTU) to understand e-mail use in community-based grassroots organization**

In spite of knowing that e-mails can exchange information more efficiently, many community-based grassroots NFP organizations still prefer to use traditional communication media such as face-to-face interaction and postal mail as their main methods of communication (Smoreda & Thomas, 2001). SIMTU is employed in this study in order to reveal and understand the social influences that account for the adoption or rejection of e-mail use in such organizations.
The model used in this study is based on the modified model offered by Yuan et al. (2005):

![Social Influence Model of Technology Use Diagram](image_url)

**Figure 1**: The Social Influence Model of Technology Use (Yuan et al., 2005)

As explained in the previous chapter, SIMTU proposes several important advantages, examining how cognitions and behaviours can be predicted using knowledge of social and symbolic interaction:

1. SIMTU emphasises social affects on individuals’ behaviours and attitudes towards the examined medium (i.e. e-mail-use).
2. It identifies **perceived** attitudes towards media use which may affect media adoption or rejection.
3. It suggests identifying **perceived** values and contributions of the media to the organization’s mission.
4. It observes the conditions or “provisions”, as suggested by Fulk (1993, p. 924), of norms for judging the appropriateness of particular attitudes towards ICT and for aptly rationalising workplace behaviours relating to the adoption or rejection of media.

The capacity of production and generation of new outgoing e-mails indicate a response to a need (i.e. response to received e-mails), as well as an understanding of the value and gain e-mail use has to offer, if any, to the promotion of the organization’s mission. SIMTU may assist in understanding the social processes affecting these cognitions, while reflecting current use and behaviours towards the discussed technology, as reflected by members’ medium-related actions.

Incorporating research discoveries from innovation diffusion research in the SIMTU study, this thesis argues existing social influence research on technology use may be enriched in two ways:

First, by identifying the relationship between perceptions of technology-specific compatibility and organization members’ media use. Assuming one’s perceptions of how others in the organization use new ICT affect one’s attitude towards that technology, the research suggests one’s perceptions of how others (i.e. opinion leaders) view the technology’s compatibility to the organization will have a similar impact.

Secondly, by focusing on the relationship between the contributions of opinion leadership to social influence processes affecting adoption or rejection of new ICT in the organization and the wider social context unique to such organization. This study argues that opinion leaders influence media users equivocally, while the broader contextual social factors- such as the community’s attitudes towards ICT- have a stronger influence on media use in the organization.
CHAPTER 3

METHODS

Overview of Research Methodological Approach

Previous empirical studies (Campbell & Russo, 2003; David, 2004; Hollingshead & Contractor, 2002; Poole & DeSanctis, 1990) reveal consistent social influence on media use patterns within organizations. These studies typically combine two research approaches: qualitative data gathering and quantitative, survey-based research. This thesis is based upon qualitative field research consisting of in-depth interviews and ethnographic observations, as well as participants’ self-reporting on perceptions of e-mail use within the organization. The application of these methods is designed to explore social influences and compare the data collected with observed normative organizational behaviours concerning communication and e-mail use.

Community-based grassroots not-for-profit organizations (NFP) have different motivations to explore and adopt new technologies, than NFPs that are more business-oriented (e.g. museums, universities, etc.). Past research focused more on business or business-like organizations, and the qualitative surveys they employed were designed to fit these organizations’ social contexts. Grassroots community-based organizations are designed to address the needs of a specific community and to consider the community’s unique social context. Therefore, preliminary studies designed to explore grassroots NFPs cannot launch a large-scale quantitative survey without first conducting some qualitative research to really understand the nature of these organizations.

As in any organization, grassroots NFPs demonstrate a strong relationship between contextual social factors and the process of acquiring knowledge (Borgatti &
Cross, 2003; Contractor & Eisenberg, 1990; Hargittai, 2004; J. E. Katz & Rice, 2002). However, the social context in which a grassroots organization operates involves the social nature of the community it serves and produces mostly non-monetary incentives (i.e. social capital) to adopt or reject new communication information technology (ICT).

In addition, technology-based job requirements may be practiced differently in the employment status of staff in grassroots NFPs, than in business-oriented NFPs. For example, one may be able to serve her own community through a grassroots organization in spite of lacking proficiency with the commonly used communication technology, whereas in the case of a business-oriented organization, the same individual might not even be hired in the first place. Therefore, the qualitative data-gathering methods employed in this study, consider the unique social context variables that affect media use and perceptions among members of the studied grassroots organization.

A Mixed-Method Approach

Given that the usage of communication technologies in grassroots organizations has not been studied much, using a variety of qualitative research methods was more compatible with the nature of this particular research. Qualitative data are a source of well-grounded, rich descriptions and explanations of processes in identifiable local context (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Therefore, in-depth face-to-face interviews and interactions (including participant observations) were employed in this specific social setting.

The study employed three qualitative methods: 1) audio-recorded, individual, face-to-face interviews with respondents; 2) ethnographic observation of participants’ work-related interactions within the organization; and 3) a careful documentation
(journal log) of all communication exchanges between the researcher and all individuals in the sample group (see table D.1).

Interviews were designed in an open-ended format, with questions that were semi-structured and ethnographic, borrowed from similar qualitative experiments (Campbell & Russo, 2003; Knorr Cetina, 1999; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Rubin & Rubin, 2005), which allowed probing and follow-up questions (See appendix A). The main goal of the interviews was to identify social processes and individual perceptions that influence diffusion of e-mail use in the organization (Burt, 1999; Campbell & Russo, 2003; Fulk, 1993). Another goal was to establish a basic understanding of communication practice norms employed in the organization among its members, constituents and stakeholders.

Ethnographic observations of participants’ work-related interactions were also made prior to, and during the interview stage. The first goal of this method was to identify the normative behaviour for information exchange within the organization and its observable extent (e.g. the degree of paper-based memo use, intra-organization phone use between staff members, e-mail use, etc.). The second goal was to confirm respondents’ identifications of others or of themselves as opinion-leaders (Venkatraman, 1989), by observing members as they used their computers and e-mail accounts, and identifying high-profile e-mail users and their related-interaction with others in the organization.

Lastly, a journal-log was made, documenting all communication exchanges regarding the study (e.g. e-mails, phone-logs, etc.), between the researcher and sample members, prior to, and after receiving their acceptance or rejection of the invitation to participate in the study. This included keeping a record of all outgoing and incoming e-mails, phone-calls, face-to-face interactions and letters (postage mail), to and from respondents.
The goal of this method was to establish an understanding of the preferred communication methods employed by these individuals, and to obtain realistic expectations of the information technology commonly used by members of the organization to communicate with outsiders, prior to conducting the personal interviews.

**Objectivity, Reliability & Validity**

*Objectivity*

Ethnographic research, by its nature, challenges researchers’ goal to maintain a balance between objectivity, that is, “...[keeping] a certain degree of distance from the research materials [while still representing] them fairly” (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 35), and sensitivity; “the ability to respond to the subtle nuances of, and cues to, meaning in data” (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 35). Social science objectivity is somewhat different from other sciences’. The specific social context in which the study takes place has a substantial impact on the course and means of interpersonal interactions (Contractor & Eisenberg, 1990; Fulk, 1993). Ethnographic researchers are required to be sensitive to what has been said or done by respondents, and apply these subtle insights to their observations, whether or not they identify with their interviewees’ actions. Researchers must be alert not only to what has been said, but how it was said. In some cases respondents may state what they perceive to be the answer that most respondents would give, due to perceived peer pressure, and so forth (Miles & Huberman, 1994).

Researchers must make the relevant queries as to the comprehensiveness and detail of their study’s general methods and procedures (Kirk & Miller, 1986; Miles & Huberman, 1994): For example, to what extent should the data include detailed “behind the scenes” or subtle information? Can one follow the sequence in which data
were collected, processed, analysed, and displayed for specific conclusion drawing? Are the conclusions explicitly linked with the displayed data?

Furthermore, the researcher’s own expectations may impede some aspects of objectivity in his/her research (Kirk & Miller, 1986; Knorr Cetina, 1999; Rosaldo, 1993). The researcher’s subjective ideas and notions as to “how things should be done”, may jeopardise his/her integrity to report objective findings. Yet, many ethnographers and social scientists argue ardently that true social study cannot exclude the role played by researchers, and their interpretations of the observed phenomena (Geertz, 1977; Knorr Cetina, 1999; Latour & Woolgar, 1986; Rosaldo, 1993). It is agreed however, that credible ethnographic research is relatively neutral and reasonably free of unacknowledged researcher biases (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Researchers must ask themselves what role their presence in the setting played in shaping their findings, and eventually provide conclusions that depend as much as possible on the subjects and conditions of the study, rather than on themselves.

Reliability

The issue in question is the study’s “quality control” (Goetz & LeCompte, 1984; Smith & Robbins, 1982, 1984), i.e. whether the study was conducted with reasonable care. “Reliability” is the extent to which a measurement procedure yields the same answer however and whenever it is carried out (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Kirk & Miller (1986) make an additional distinction between “diachronic” reliability (i.e., stability of observation over time) and “synchronic” reliability (i.e., stability in the same time frame) when discussing qualitative methods. While identical non-ethnographic experiments held in different laboratories are typically aimed at producing consistent results, the repetition of social science experiments or studies in various environments often produces different outcomes. Researchers must therefore
explore the clarity of the questions and information they present to their respondents and ensure that all respondents are presented with similar probing topics (especially in the case of open-ended interviews).

**Validity**

“Validity” is the extent to which the experiment gives the “correct” answer (Kirk & Miller, 1986). Do the findings of the study make sense? Are they credible to the people participating in the study and to the study’s readers? Did the study produce an authentic portrait of the issue that was observed? To what extent can the findings be generalised and applied elsewhere?

Validity focuses on the idea that the events and settings studied are not artificial, are not created to meet the researcher’s expectation, nor are modified by the researcher’s presence and actions. In order to ensure a study’s authenticity and adequacy, researchers must follow relevant queries, such as how meaningful and context-rich are the descriptions: Did complementary methods and data produce generally similar conclusions; and if not, is there a logical explanation for this? Most importantly, all negative evidence - that is, evidence that opposes the researcher’s hypotheses - must also be included in the findings.

Reliability focuses on the study’s impact on and importance to the entire field. The generalising process in social science is far from being emotionless (Miles & Huberman, 1994), and ethnography is more like a translation or a fusion of two or more studies of similar behaviours or phenomena. Therefore, qualitative research presents obstacles for researchers aiming at producing a generalisable study.

It is harder to establish generalisability from sample to population, and from one case to another (Firestone, 1993), especially when considering the effect that context (e.g. social context) has on the setting and procedures of study. In the pursuit of a
generalisable study, researchers must consider some of the following (Kirk & Miller, 1986): Are the characteristics of the original sample (e.g. subjects, settings, processes, etc.) fully described in order to permit sufficient comparisons with other samples? Does the report examine possible threats to generalisability? Are the results consistent with other experiments? If not, why? etc. Researchers must consider the possibility that others may wish to recreate their studies and therefore, must provide adequate description of sample, settings, processes, and procedures to allow other studies to assess their strengths and weaknesses.

Consideration of the strengths and benefits of the necessary measures of objectivity, reliability and validity is essential in designing and applying a data collection plan. Merging these aspects of research in the field may yield reliable and generalisable data.

**Data Collection Overview**

**Research Area**

The case study was conducted in a community-based grassroots organization based in Rochester, NY. The organization is a non-profit company founded by neighbourhood leaders in the late 1970s. It has followed a broad mission since its inception: to improve the quality of life for residents and families in a specific Rochester neighbourhood, particularly in the areas of public safety, youth, recreation, education, economic development, housing, and public infrastructure.

The organization employs approximately 40 staff members in different employment capacities (i.e. full/part time, office hours/after school programmes), and benefits from a moderate level of involvement from community volunteers; mainly senior citizens and young adults.
As for the neighbourhood the organization serves, 80% of its residents are minorities, with 25% of the total population below poverty level; 67% of the families earn less than the median income. A third of the population is under 18; 9% of the households have children younger than 6, and 46% of population over the age of 25 did not graduate from high school (Davis-Howard, 2005a). The demographic statistics highlight another issue that many in the community call the “digital divide”, which is also relevant to this particular research, and will be further examined in the results and discussion chapters.

Sample

The organization employs approximately 40 staff members, and relies on a moderate number of permanent volunteers (approximately 20), which enabled the composition of a non-random sample of 36 organization members consisting of 24 staff members, 4 board directors, 8 volunteers, and one stakeholder from a peer organization. The respondents varied in their levels and types of involvement with the organization and with the organization’s various external stakeholders (e.g. governmental and municipal authorities, funders, welfare agencies, etc.), as well as in their levels of experience with technology. A liaison informed all of these individuals of the research project prior to being invited by the researcher to participate. Invitees were informed by both the liaison and the researcher that participation was voluntary, and that their responses to the invitation, as well as their interviews if they chose to participate, would be kept completely confidential, and would not be shared with anyone from the organization.
**Question Development**

The drafting of the interview questions was done in three stages: First, questions were derived from previous studies that applied the social influence model of media use (SIMTU). Then, the questions were modified for the specific purpose of identifying and understanding social influence processes on e-mail use in a grassroots organization. Lastly, The Cornell University Committee on Human Subjects (UCHS) reviewed and approved all questions (protocol #07-02-043). As per the UCHS approval, signed consent forms were not required, as long as informed consent was made by respondents verbally (see appendix B).

**Inviting respondents to participate in the study**

All prospective respondents were given a hard copy of a letter inviting them to participate in the study. In addition, those who had an e-mail account were also contacted by this method. Each response to the invitation, and the method in which it was communicated, was carefully recorded. The documentation of these communication exchanges included all accepted, declined and ignored messages; how long it took respondents to reply, and how many attempts were made to obtain each potential participant’s response.

First, letters (see appendix C) were sent out to all members on the sample list a couple of days after the study had been introduced by the liaison. The positive response rate to these initial letters was low (N=1). However, positive responses that were received later, due to follow-up communication (i.e. e-mail, phone-call, or Face-to-Face interaction), were credited to the first attempt to invite members to participate, since respondents had referred to the letter as the reason for agreeing to participate (see appendix D for log summary of the invitation to participate in the study).
**Response rates**

Overall, 26 respondents - roughly 72% of the entire sample population (N=36)- agreed to participate in the study. The following table (3.1) shows the distribution of the responsive participants per group:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N of Group in the general sample population</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Response Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Staff Members</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lay Leaders</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volunteers</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder (peer organization)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>72.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Data collection strategies**

The audio-recorded individual interviews were largely open-ended, leaving room to explore the unexpected. The questions were organised in categories based on different concepts (i.e. familiarity and experience with the relevant technology, compatibility with one’s individual work and with the organization’s mission, perception of use among others, and identification of opinion leaders). The question order was flexible, allowing inquiry to be somewhat spontaneous. As the interview progressed and data was obtained regarding the above-mentioned categories, some
questions were omitted, to avoid repetition. That being said, all of the interviews explored each of the indicated categories.

At the start of each interview, respondents were asked to describe their job titles and daily work along with their experience with computer applications and e-mail use. Respondents were asked to describe how well, if at all, e-mail use suited their job description and the role they played in promoting the organization’s mission. They were asked about their communication preferences and about their perceptions of their colleagues’ attitudes and preferences regarding e-mail use. Participants were also asked to identify influential individuals whose behaviours or attitudes towards e-mail use in the organization encouraged others to adopt or reject this technology. In addition, respondents were asked about the organization’s commitment to communication among all community members, the means used to send out and receive information within the community, and communication methods preferred by members of the community.

Most importantly, each interviewee was asked to share what s/he thought about e-mail use, and how this technology fit the organization and its community’s circumstances. This approach, emphasising respondents’ perceptions of others attitudes towards e-mail use, was similar to previous research based on the social influence model of media use.

Towards the end of each interview, respondents were asked to fill out a brief demographic questionnaire, designed to collect data on their age, gender, tenure in the organization, and the extent of their experience with technology. Where applicable, respondents were also asked to answer close-ended questions about the amount of time that they used this technology daily, preferences for using their office or home computer for work-related tasks, and their preferred e-mail account (personal or organizational) for work-related communications.
Data collection timetable

Data collection took place from the beginning of March 2007 through May 2007, in three overlapping stages:

1. Twenty-seven (27) audio-recorded individual interviews were conducted between mid-March and May 2007. Each interview varied from 30 to 60 minutes long (an average of 40 minutes per interview). Each interview was transcribed within 0-7 days, to enable follow-up on any revealed issues.

2. Ethnographic participant observations of work-related interactions were conducted during two main periods: (1) prior to the interviewing period (first two weeks of March 2007), and (2) during the interviewing period (mid-March through May 2007) just before, and right after each individual interview. Times of observations varied from regular office hours (9AM-5PM), to late afternoon (2PM-6PM), and evenings. The observation periods lasted from 15 minutes to 1.5 hours each, depending on the activity (e-mail use, casual “water-cooler” discussions, after-school programmes, etc.). Observations were recorded (with the respondents’ permission) regarding the type and capacity of memos each respondent produced, as well as their preferred information exchange methods, within and without the organization.

3. Documentation of all relevant communication exchanges regarding respondents’ potential participation in the study was made throughout the study, from early March 2007, when the first letters and e-mails were sent, until the last interview was confirmed and took place (last week of May 2007). The documentation of e-mails - whether they were read, deleted after being read, or deleted without being read – was made possible through an automatic response request, attached to each e-mail that was sent by the researcher. This feature is
common to the Microsoft Outlook e-mail application that is installed on all of the organization’s computers. Other e-mail applications (such as Eudora, Yahoo!, Gmail, etc.) do not automatically reply to a “read report request”, however these application were less likely to be employed on the organization’s computers. Since the data collected through this method has clear limitations, the findings cannot provide valid conclusions as to the general approach of the studied organization towards e-mails. However, it had shed some light on common attitudes and normative behaviour regarding e-mail use and communication with an outsider, or issues that are not directly work-related.

The following chapter reviews the study’s results, including its accomplishments and surprises, and lays the foundation for a discussion of how these outcomes fit theory, and how they may contribute to future SIMTU research.
CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

Overview

This study aimed to identify the social context influencing individuals in a grassroots organization to adopt or reject e-mail use for work-related information exchange. The social influence model of technology use (SIMTU) was applied to identify two main issues:

- The extent to which contextual social factors influence individual members’ adoption or rejection of e-mail use;
- The contribution of opinion leaders to these factors.

The chapter is divided into several parts, which paves the way for a discussion of the study’s outcomes in a later chapter:

A. Background information on interviewees (demographics, tenure in the organization, residential area, e-mail use habits, etc.)

B. Interviewees’ self-reported attitudes, norms and preferences regarding media and technology use for the purpose of communication:
   
   (1) E-mail use among organization members.
   
   (2) E-mail use between organization members and stakeholders.
   
   (3) E-mail use between organization members and the community (individual constituents, lay leaders, and lay organizations).

C. Self-reported perceptions of others’ use of e-mails, including perceived expectations, opinion leadership, and compatibility to the organization.

D. Opinions of e-mail use in a community affected by the “digital divide”.

E. The “digital divide” and alternative electronic communication.
Both qualitative and quantitative data were analyzed. Interviewees’ quotations are used throughout this chapter to highlight specific aspects of the results. In order to maintain the interviewees’ anonymity, names, exact position held at the organization, and gender, are not included in the information presented. In some quotations, reference is made under the general group title (i.e. “staff member”), instead of the sub-group category (e.g. “staff 9AM-5PM”), to avoid identification.

A. Background information on interviewees

As was mentioned previously, 26 individuals were interviewed for this study, and each one completed a short survey. This section draws attention to information collected through the questionnaire. The following data provides an overview of the organization’s social context as well as some clues to the social context of the overall community, which this organization serves.

The respondents were grouped into three main categories: staff members (N=19), volunteers (N=6), and stakeholders (N=1). The first category (staff members) was further divided into two sub-categories, relating to members’ working hours: a) 9AM-5PM (N=9), and b) after-school, 2PM-6PM (N=10). This additional division better reflected staff members’ level of interaction with other members, constituents, community, and external stakeholders, as will be explained shortly.

The majority of interviewees (73%) reported being 40 years old or over (N=19). Within this age group, eight members worked from 9am to 5PM. The rest were after-school staff members (N=5), volunteers (N=5), and stakeholders (N=1). Most respondents (61.5%) were women (N=16), among them 13 were staff members. 65.4% of the interviewees lived in the community served by the studied organization (N=17). 69.2% of the interviewees reported having had a partial or no college education:
As shown in Table 4.1 most members of this organization live in the community that this organization serves. In addition, 66% of members who reported to have an incomplete college degree or less education live in this community.

Table 4.2 indicates that 60% of the after-school staff members did not have any advanced education, and 30% reported having some college education. It also

---

5 “Elsewhere” may be neighbouring communities as well as a geographically distant community.
indicates that volunteers have all attained higher education than a high-school diploma.

The level of education does not always indicate the level of computer use. 40% (N=6) of the respondents who reported having an incomplete college education or higher (N=15), also reported using computers for 0 to 3 hours a day. Furthermore, 36% (N=4) of the respondents who reported having no college education (N=11), stated a range of computer use, from 4 to 7 hours a day. Zero-order correlation yielded borderline significance between education and computer use (0.31), that may suggest that in this social context, there is some connection between having some high education and high frequencies of computer use.

In addition, it is worth noting that within the discussed community, almost 25% of the residents are below poverty level, and 21% are female single-parent household (Davis-Howard, 2005a, , 2005b). This may explain the low rate of college graduates among organizational organization members who reside in the community. It may also provide the relevant socio-economic context explaining the following results regarding computer use.

Computer use – interviewees’ reports include work-related and personal computer use. 65.4% (N=17) reported using the computer for 3 hours or less a day. The after-school programme, due to its social nature, does not include work-related computer missions. Only 20% (N=2) of the after-school staff have organizational computer and e-mail accounts. 80% (N=8) reported using a computer for personal uses, usually from home, for 2 hours or less a day. Only one member of the after-school group (10%) reported using the computer at least 4 hours a day, for both work-related and personal purposes. The staff 9AM-5PM group data are somewhat different: all members (N=9) reported using their computers for work-related purposes at least 2 hours a day, 55% (N=5) of which, reported using a computer for work-related purposes 3-7 hours a day.
Observations at the organization confirmed the extensive use of computers for work-related tasks by individual staff members. However, all members reported having many other non-computer related duties. During one of the observations, the entire building experienced a power-outage for three consecutive days, during which all staff members still seemed to be very busy with organization-related work. The lack of access to their computers played an insignificant role in their attitude toward work that day: most staff members made use of their working hours to catch-up on filing and paper work, while the rest focused on field work and house-calls.

E-mail use – Data gathered reflects de-facto use of this medium. While computers are often used in the organization, high levels of computer use per day (as described previously) may not reflect high levels of e-mail use respectively. Results regarding attitudes and normative behaviour towards this form of communication between members, and between members and external agents (i.e. stakeholders) is shown in the following section of this chapter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receive or Send e-mails per day</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Within entire sample % (N=26)</th>
<th>Staff 9AM-5PM %</th>
<th>After-school staff %</th>
<th>Volunteers %</th>
<th>Stakeholders %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>42.3</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16+</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As previously described, 55% of the staff members in the 9AM-5PM group reported using their computers for 3-7 hours a day, though only 44% reported receiving or sending more than 6 e-mails a day. This table (4.3) indicates that the majority of the staff 9AM-5PM group members receive 0-10 e-mails a day. Few
receive tens or even hundreds of e-mails, but as all of the respondents stated, most of
the incoming e-mail is SPAM (junk) or personal, not work-related communication:

“what I do... and I'll be honest with you, I came in at 7:30a, so I can read my
e-mails, I get around a 100 to 150 e-mails A DAY... 50-60 a day over the
weekend, and that's mainly junk mail, but you still have to go through them ... I
went through them today, and deleted, and downloaded, and prioritised what I
needed to respond to”. (staff member 9AM-5PM)

The same person reported using the computer for work-related assignments about
3 hours per day. Another staff member, who also reported an average of 3 hours a day
computer use, stated e-mails are rarely used to get the information required to perform
work-related tasks.

In addition, the majority of the after-school staff, as mentioned above, did not have
access to an organization e-mail account or did not need to use computers to perform
work-related tasks. However, the table above shows that at the rate of 1-15 e-mails a
day, more after-school staff members use e-mail than their 9AM-5PM peers do. This
reported e-mail use is most likely related to personal information exchange, as one of
the after-school staff members explained:

“If I'm e-mailing something, it would usually be to my friends or family
members, in Rochester, and outside of Rochester... things like personal cards,
greetings... I have a very religious friend who likes to send out [via e-mail]
religious notes to everybody, announcements, photos of the kids, updates and
family reunion, and that's all under my personal e-mail” (after-school staff
member)

B. Interviewees’ self-reported attitudes, norms and preferences regarding media
and technology use for the purpose of communication

As explained in the previous chapters, the system’s structure and the social context
within the organization are important to understanding motives and incentives for
adoption or rejection of information technology. Grassroots organizations are non-for-profit organizations that rely on local community members to advocate and promote their missions. As in other grassroots not-for-profit organizations which are lagging behind businesses and business-oriented organizations (Bimber, 1999; Castells, 1996; Dahlgren, 2000; J. E. Katz, Rice, & Aspden, 2001), online technology diffusion is still in its early stages in the studied organization. Online communication (i.e. e-mails) was introduced to the organization seven years ago, however, it was only in the past couple of years that e-mails have become more commonly used for information exchange between staff members and the organization’s stakeholders. As was reported by one of the managers in the organization:

... everybody got e-mail accounts at the same time, it was just [different] levels of comfort amongst staff. Some are very, very comfortable, but most [of them] use the computer more for Internet surfing than a communication tool, a business communication tool”. (staff member 9AM-5PM)

This statement was not much different from other statements made by other interviewees. 73% of the interviewees (N=19) reported being able to do their work for the organization without relying on e-mail communication.

(1) **E-mail use among individual organization members:**

The following results present members’ behaviour regarding e-mail use as a mean of interaction within the group. In addition, these results highlight alternative preferred means of interpersonal communication within this group.

Staff-to-staff communication: 36.8% (N=7) staff members stated that e-mails are necessary for their daily work. The same respondents also reported sending out e-mails to at least one other staff member. However, merely three respondents (15.8%) confirmed generating or replying to more than one staff-directed e-mail. Moreover,
these individuals reported using other communication methods (e.g. face-to-face interaction) to confirm or follow up on e-mails sent to other colleagues:

“...most of them [my staff] are here, and [I also use] e-mail [to communicate with them]. Most of them, like, pop in the office and then e-mail is very big for me... well, I'm trying to think... they [other staff members] don't use it to the extent I use it, well, I mean, they're here [in the building], so lot of it (information exchange) is verbal. 

... when I get information that our social worker needs, what I would do is e-mail that, because that would be crazy to repeat to several people. And then, the social worker might come down to talk to me about it, or call me on the phone to ask questions...” (staff member 9AM-5PM)

Norms and standards of communication between staff members are, as explained in the introductory chapter, sustained and reinforced by continued use. In this organization, the normative communication method between staff members is face-to-face interaction, as 100% respondents stated, though 89.5% stated these interactions are not necessarily work-related:

_I don't really communicate with everyone. I would say that I communicate with about 6-7 people, other than in direct conversation like face-face-face. They are the same people in the organization with whom I communicate either by phone or e-mail. I prefer talking to people face-to-face, and that's also how I communicate with the majority of individuals here._ (staff member 9AM-5PM)

All staff members stated that this method for inside intra-organizational communication is the most compatible with the organization’s needs, mainly because of the organization’s small number of employees in a close proximity. Furthermore, nearly 95% (N=18) of staff acknowledged their personal preference to “get the feel” of their conversation partner, a goal better realised through face-to-face interaction rather than any other method:

“You can use what ever you prefer at the time, or works for you better. I think, I like face-to-face, because I get reaction and I am used to talking to people.
It's a lot better.. you get tone, immediate expression that you can't get in print, and you can see it... to get a feel for something. It is more respectful, I mean, if there is something I would like to ask my boss, I don't think I should write an e-mail to them, like I'm too busy to go over there and talk to them. It also has to do with the size of this organization, you know – it is small, and I'm used in bigger places where we used to use e-mails much more, because you can't run around campus talking to everyone face-to-face, but here it's definitely possible”. (staff member 9AM-5PM)

When face-to-face interactions are not feasible, 79% of staff members (N=15) preferred using intra-organizational phone calls to communicate with their peers. In these cases, even when a member knew her/his peer might be away from the desk, members reported preferring leaving a message on the peer’s voice-mail instead of an e-mail, providing information or requesting a face-to-face meeting.

Volunteers-staff communication: the volunteers group (N=6) was also asked to describe their communication habits with the organization staff. 83.3% (N=5) stated that their communication with the organization is limited to one particular staff member (which will be identified as “O”). 80% of these respondents also reported most of the communication with “O” is done through e-mails.

Two volunteers stated that they do not use e-mails at all for organization-related communication, but only one claimed to prefer the phone, postage mail or face-to-face interaction to receiving e-mails.

“... we know that the first Thursday of every month is an organization meeting, so that's something that has a standard times, but if it cancels, they would let us know, and also send e-mails about it, and that is something I would have liked to get. I would agree it is a faster communication device, faster than paper, or phone, but until I can get myself back to the 21st century, I'll have to stick to the best communication I have, like the phone or paper form, until I can get back to the electronic world”. (volunteer)

The second volunteer is currently without the use of a personal computer, hence has limited or no access to an online e-mail account. However, as quoted above, this
person prefers relying more on e-mails to get notifications and messages from the organization.

Of these volunteers 66.6% (N=4) live within the community. All four stated that as residents, they get some of the information regarding the organization via “word-of-mouth” (as they called it), or through leaflets distributed at local churches and places of gathering. However, about information specifically relevant to their contribution to the organization, all 6 volunteers prefer receiving communication in writing (either by post or e-mail).

“It's all junk mail. I wish there was a way I could have stopped those. “O” (peer staff member) uses e-mail to send things to me, and there are some others, but most of my e-mails are junk mail. I don't know, I mentioned it to others [here], and they told me that they get the same. I don't know. Because if I come in the morning and decide to check my e-mails, then I have to deal with all this junk”. (staff member 9AM-5PM)

“SPAM seems to be the main problem people have with e-mails. I hear people talk about it”. (staff member 9AM-5PM)

“I’ve been trying to check my messages more than once a week, but I have to deal with a lot of junk-mail, and that's why I don't spend time looking at them... I don't really have e-mails from anybody...” (staff member 9AM-5PM)

Another reason for preferring traditional communication methods such as face-to-face interactions to e-mails is related more to incoming e-mail obstacles. 36% (N=8) of those who reported any e-mail use (N=22), stated that SPAM or junk e-mail contributes to their hesitation to use e-mails. The average number of SPAM e-mails received by organization-related users is 25 per day. All respondents using e-mails, either through their organization account or their personal account, reported receiving an average of 25 SPAM e-mails a day. The majority of respondents (77.3%, N=17), stated that there are times they prefer not to check their e-mail accounts in order to avoid dealing with SPAM e-mails.
“...another one annoying things about e-mails that has been rising lately is that the “Association” (peer organization in the community) has a Yahoo groups list and they're sending out... I must get almost 40 a day... I’m exaggerating, but still – a lot, and it can be things like "my cat got lost", but then there could be something important, like someone got mugged, and we're gonna do a walk through the neighbourhood, so you have to go through (read) all of them (the e-mails). And that's just very annoying, trying to differentiate between something that I really need to address or “I really don't care about your cat”....” (staff member 9AM-5PM)

“I try avoiding getting SPAM. Friends know I delete joke e-mails etc.”. (volunteer)

E-mails are used less for work-related communication interaction, hence members have no social or structural incentives to expand their technical proficiency and block SPAM e-mails or unwanted e-mails from friends: 13.6% of the respondents using e-mails (2 staff members and one volunteer) suggest e-mails from friends or online acquaintances may become a problem. The other 19 respondents using e-mail, enjoy friendly correspondence, and at least two staff members reported using their work-related e-mail account for that purpose occasionally.

Observations indicate that some staff members (N=6, 54% of the staff members who have a computer with online access) use their work-related e-mail account and online access for personal use more than they admit. Personal use includes friendly correspondence, online chats and entry to various non-secure websites. This jeopardises the security of the information stored on their computer, including their e-mail addresses and others’ in the organization’s network. As a result, these individuals, unaware of their contribution to the situation, enable the over-flow of SPAM e-mail that many computer users at the organization have been experiencing.

The following statement was uncommon in its profound understanding:
“...but I do get a lot of junk e-mails... about 7-10 junk e-mails. I think I get them, because I probably signed for things on the Internet [using my e-mail address], for things I shouldn’t have signed-up for...” (after-school staff member)

Half a dozen (27.3%) respondents using e-mail, reported receiving more SPAM and unwanted e-mails than work-related e-mails. 66% of these (N=4) also reported limited or no interaction with stakeholders. Therefore, since e-mails are less used for work-related communication, then e-mail use is not easily justified for carrying out the organization’s mission. This situation is also well reflected in the following statement:

“There are about 40 people in the building who have computers on their desktop, then you give them all access to e-mail, but did that person actually needed e-mail? Maybe not. Unless you’ll e-mail from the front of the office to the back of the office”. (Volunteer)

The data indicates that most staff-to-staff communication is conducted by means of face-to-face interactions or in other non-email formats (e.g. phone calls). Communication with volunteers is usually done in writing, using mainly postage mail, or e-mail, when volunteers prefer it.

(2) E-mail use between organization members and stakeholders:

This section discusses the norms and preferences for communication interaction with stakeholders outside the community, such as government and municipal authorities, “funders” (this term, often used by respondents, refers to sponsor or donor agencies) and welfare agencies, etc.

Respondents were asked to describe their work for the organization and their communication exchanges with the organization’s stakeholders. Each respondent described a different level of involvement or contact with the stakeholders, such as peer organizations, funders, state & federal authorities, consultants, service providers
(e.g. insurance companies), etc. For the purpose of identifying the level of involvement, four categories were assigned, as follows:

- Full – contact with regional, state and federal funding agencies and authorities, peer organizations outside of the community, and service providers, as well as local peer organizations, community leaders or prominent figures.
- Partial – contact with service providers and / or municipal authorities.
- Limited – contact with local peer organizations, community leaders or prominent figures.
- None – limited contact with constituents on face-to-face basis, within the building.

These categories were matched with the four sub-groups used to identify the respondents, as seen in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Staff 9AM-5PM</th>
<th>After-school</th>
<th>Volunteers</th>
<th>Stakeholders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19.2%</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The two staff members who reported full involvement with the stakeholders were also the only two staff members who reported extensive use of organization-related e-mail correspondence, incoming and outgoing, for the purpose of maintaining information exchange with the stakeholders. Among staff members, partial interaction with stakeholders (i.e. service providers and / or municipal authorities) was much more likely to take place by email than was interaction with other staff members, regardless of subject:
I don't use e-mails to communicate with my staff, maybe only with the upper staff, management... sometimes I e-mail or get e-mails from United Way, Youth Board (stakeholders)...” (staff member)

All of the mid-management staff members (N=4) reported that on average, 37.5% of exchanges with service providers or municipal authorities take place via email. Non-management staff who were categorised as having partial interaction with stakeholders (N=3), reported different e-mail exchange capacity. One non-management respondent, who reported receiving an average of 11-15 e-mails a day, also reported that approximately 20% were from stakeholders. Conversely, another non-management respondent, reporting an average of 1-5 e-mails a day, stated that over 50% of her/his received or sent e-mails were to or from stakeholders. The third respondent in this category reported trying to avoid using e-mail communication at all, even though it is available on her/his computer:

“... I think it's [e-mail use] good if you want to send something outside of the organization, like every now and then, I'd get an e-mail from them (a service provider), or I'll have to e-mail them some information... but I actually send a fax instead of an e-mail. It is usually when they ask ME to e-mail, not because I want to...” (Staff member)

As indicated above, in most cases the initiative to use e-mails as a normative method of communication is external to the organization, and individual members are influenced to adopt this technology for work-related purposes by peer communicators, outside the organization.

“Everyone uses e-mails....everyone that we deal with: all of the funders, the organizations that we're involved with... it's a new way of communication. It just is. As much as I may not... and it's not that I don't like, but there's so much of it, you know what I mean, no one picks up the phone anymore... and I tell everybody "if it's urgent – call me on my cell. Don't send me an e-mail", because I don't know when I'll get to it, I might get it on the next day...  But it is

---

6 Staff group affiliation (9AM-5PM or After-school) was not made here, to maintain anonymity.
a new age, and we are trying to improve... if we are trying to help our constituents with the "digital divide", you know, well we have to be on top of it ourselves, can't be hypocritical about it. So, we make sure people here get the right training and are computer literate, and it is a new age, and we have to be a part of it, you know. It's a business like anything else, it's a business and we have to keep up with the latest technology” (staff member)

“...it seems that especially their (stakeholder agency's) personnel response more to e-mails than phone calls. I would say that, I can call and they don't call back, but when I send an e-mail, they do... I guess it stays visible until they've done something [in response to it], while it's so easy to skip all those phone messages. (staff member 9AM-5PM)

In their interviews, respondents stated that they were aware of the external influence the organization and individual members were experiencing to accept the new technology as the principal means of work-related communication.

“...it is possible to do the work without e-mails, but I assume it would make it more difficult if you couldn't offer this as a reliable communication method. It comes down to being able to send out posters and messages by e-mail. And even if most community members don't have e-mails, they would go to places, like their church or local businesses, where things we send out by e-mail are posted on the board.

e-mail is for getting information in and getting information out. It also impacts the time factor. Things are done easily”. (Staff member 9AM-5PM)

From the general staff group (N=19), 47.4% (N=9) reported receiving or sending work-related e-mails from or to community-based organizations’ or individuals’ e-mail addresses. In the volunteers group (N=6) only two respondents reported use of e-mails for organization-related information exchange with non-organizational agents or individuals.

All of the interviewees discussed perceived visible advantages and benefits e-mail use has to offer to the organization’s mission and in its relationship with external stakeholders. Data indicates that all respondents stated at least one benefit e-mail use has to offer organization-stakeholders communication, even though 38.5% of them
(N=10) reported not interacting with stakeholders and non-organization agents. Among the benefits mentioned, the following received the most attention:

- **Attachments –** 50% (N=13) commented on being able to send complete documents via e-mails to service providers and agents outside the organization:

  “*I send out attachments if the [e-mail] memo requires it, excel or word. I also use... I also use exchange PDF attachments. That is (e-mails) the primary way they (service providers & agencies) communicates with us...*” (Staff member 9AM-5PM)

- **Accessibility & availability –** 42.3% (N=11) commented on being able to send information at any given time, knowing the message will be received even if the addressee is currently away from her/his e-mail account:

  “*... it's almost like the person is sort of always available. It's like you can send an e-mail, no matter when or where...I think it makes things easier... you can't do it with a phone.*” (Staff member 9AM-5PM)

- **Speed –** 30.7% (N=8) commented being able to get information in or out quickly:

  “*...It’s easier, we get information faster from our funders, so if the application is not complete, if additional information is needed... all type of current grant information is sent to you at the same day. I mean, even with the state, they are updating every contract online. I can check my status online... they can send me an e-mail and download what I need to do, sign it, and then e-mail it or fax it back to them, whereas if we were to rely on US postal services, it would have taken us a week! so it's easier to get all these documentation, and it cuts about 6-8 days... it makes our work more effective...we get the papers online, we sign the documents online, we get the funds transferred online... this just happened this week.. it saves you 10 days!*” (Staff member 9AM-5PM)

- **Multiple addressees –** 19.2% (N=5) commented on being able to send information simultaneously to several people:
“When we are communicating with people who are involved in a project it is easier to e-mail everybody. I mean you can "talk" [via e-mail] to 6 or 7 people at the same time, and then if you need a response by a certain time in the afternoon, it's easier. You got to reply, and you don't have to pick up the phone to all of these 6 people, you can just send an e-mail. So that part I like”. (Staff member 9AM-5PM)

(3) E-mail use between organization members and the community:

This section discusses the extent to which e-mail use is common for communication interactions between organization members (mainly staff) and their constituents (e.g. individual constituents, lay leaders, or lay organizations such as churches and block-clubs). In addition, it reviews additional existing communication methods commonly used by these agents.

When applying the SIMTU model to examine e-mail use in a NFP community-based organization, one must consider the general community population’s attitudes towards this technology. Therefore, one cannot ignore the notion of “the personal touch” (i.e. a preference for communicating in person, such as through face-to-face interaction and personal engagement), which was often mentioned by interviewees. All of the respondents, whether they were staff members, or grassroots volunteers, attributed this preference to the family-like nature of the community the organization serves. In addition, the low socio-economic background of this particular community has contributed to what many in the community call “the digital divide” (this issue will be discussed later).

A combination of factors may contribute to the preference for using of face-to-face interactions between the organization and community members, while rejecting e-mail use. The preference for personal interaction between members (whether they are staff members, volunteers, or constituents) is most likely connected to the organization’s relatively small capacity (only 40 employees), and the fact that many staff members
are residents of the community served by the organization (table 4.1). However, the overall social context in which the organization operates - such as social communication preferences among most community members (i.e. constituents), lack of pre-acquisition of relevant technological expertise, and lack of personal and group awareness of benefits attributed to e-mail use - have contributed to the low levels of e-mail use in the organization. This is especially true when the grassroots organization associates the impact it makes on community residents’ quality of life with face-to-face communication. This was confirmed by the respondents of the local volunteers and stakeholders categories (2/3 of the volunteers group (N=4), and one stakeholder).

“I think that feelings cannot be expressed in e-mails, and I like to see the expression on their faces, and I think they prefer this kind of interactions.... when I am away for a day or so, I find notes in my mailbox, or questions on my voicemail at home, and not e-mails, because people prefer hearing my voice, and to talk to me in person, even if it's on the phone” (volunteer)

“I think that from the grassroots position, technology plays a complementary role to face-to-face and such interactions. It helps you structure technology to be culturally sensitive, it's not a "one shoe fit all apparatus"...” (Stakeholder)

Alternatively to face-to-face interactions, flyers, notes or postage mail, memos are also in use for organization-community communication. All after-school staff members (N=10) noted preferring face-to-face interactions for communication with parents and constituents (the term “word-of-mouth” is often used by respondents to describe face-to-face interaction), or use of flyers.

“We get information out to parents [by] flyers, word-of-mouth... if we have something going on with the children, we usually send a flyer with the kids, but also word-of-mouth reminders... I usually see the parents face-to-face when they come in to pick up the kids, or I tell the students, give them a flyer to take home, things like that. Parents also prefer talking to me face-to-face, usually when they come in to pick up their children. It’s rare to get a note from them....” (after-school staff member)
“Well, when they (the organization) do something (a community-based activity) they send out notifications, and I ask them to send me a note, because sometimes I forget... and sometimes they call me on the phone, but mostly they send me some papers... so that would help, because I forget things... but if anything important comes up they always find a way to contact me... its basically to get information from the people who run community-based activities...” (volunteer)

Another popular method used by the organization to spread information about events and activities among its members and constituents, is to put informational flyers in visible locations in main activity areas in the building. For example, single flyers printed in easy-to-read text were occasionally attached to desk at the front of the computer lab, on tables in the snack-room, or posted at the entrance to other classrooms. During the observations made in the building, it was noticeable that these flyers were seen and read by the children and/or the parents when they arrived to pick up their kids.

Despite community and organization communication norms, the organization has formed an e-mail list-serve of key lay leaders and lay organizations in the community who have e-mail accounts and use them often. E-mail is not a substitute for face-to-face interaction, nor can it reach the masses of community-members. However, regular distribution of e-mails to tens or hundreds of key community leaders, activists and peer organizations, expands the networks and makes information available in a larger capacity than face-to-face interactions:

“I've been on their (the organization’s) e-mail list, they have a lot of information they just broadcast out to people, and I am able to use that information often. And, you know, I do the same when I can...send them e-mails with valuable information... the information I get from the organization I send it out to other people. In the last year or so, I’ve connected with other networks who are completely different, but if the information is good for them, then I turn it over to them. For example – job openings, events for particular populations within the community, so if I know someone who is associated with this community I would pass it on, if it's for students, I pass it on to student
groups, if it's for employment, I send it to a group of people I know that might be looking for a job, I'm not currently looking for a job, but why "sit on" the information when someone else can use it?!...” (volunteer)

The e-mail list-serve allows the organization to send out all sorts of organization- and community-related information to constituents or organizations in the community. The receivers then distribute the information through various, traditional communication methods, such as face-to-face interaction and posters in clubs and churches, and in some cases, when possible, they also forward the e-mail to others (e.g. churches’ e-mail list serve, etc.):

“...there's like an e-mail list of over 200 people that we send information to in the community on a regular basis, on all of things that are happening, issues, concerns, and resources... I mean, we're suppose to be empowering the community if you can't reach out to them... and even if we can't get to everyone in the community because they don't have computers, we can [still] get to agencies who serve other people in the community, and the agencies have computers” (staff member 9AM-5PM)

C. Self-reported perceptions and beliefs regarding others’ use of e-mails

While the above section reviewed de-facto e-mail use behaviours, the following segment presents members perceptions of their peers’ usage of emails.

The SIMTU model highlights the impact of one’s perceptions of peer attitudes towards technology on one’s own attitudes towards the same technology. In this study, members were asked to describe their beliefs and perceptions of other members’ attitudes towards e-mail use, and to identify opinion leaders. This part of the chapter reviews data relating to perceived expectations (of either adoption or rejection of e-mail use), and peer and opinion leadership influence. Additionally, the data reflects members’ perceived compatibility of e-mail use with the organization. The data
collected indicates that members consider the attitudes of not only their organization peers, but also of external stakeholders, and the community at large.

Perceived expectations – means that members in organizations tend to conform to social norms regarding IT use by complying with or internalising behaviours and attitudes they perceive as the norm (Bagozzi & Lee, 2002; Kelman, 1961; Noelle-Neumann, 1990; Yuan et al., 2005). As described above, 65.3% of the respondents reside in the community that the organization serves. Most members of the organization relate to their peers and constituents as family members, and respectively assume that as with their relatives, their constituents prefer personal over electronic interaction. All respondents suggested face-to-face interaction as a normative mean of communication between the organization’s members and its constituents, crediting this habit to the nature of the community:

“…it's the same population as my family where I don't see a benefit for e-mail [account] outside of work… they are not doing business [from home], outside of work there is no real purpose, because your network of people usually don't have e-mail outside of work” (volunteer)

88.4% (N=23) stated that they perceive communication with peers and constituents is most likely to be received, understood and respected if done in person, either face-to-face or over the phone. In addition, all respondents stated only a minority of community members have access to computers and online connections (at work or home), therefore e-mail based communication would most likely be futile.

*She uses e-mails because she has to. I mean you have to communicate with funders, you have to use the e-mails, she prefers face-to-face, and in this community it is better, I mean – I could talk to this person (constituent) over the phone but then he would come here and we do business. It's a whole different energy. E-mail can support all other methods of communication but cannot replace them, especially not face-to-face. It helps to expand and expedite face-to-face interactions* (staff member 9AM-5PM)
While organization members felt they are expected to use personal communication methods to exchange information with peers and constituents, all respondents reported that e-mail use is expected to be applied in all or most communication with external stakeholders. 60% of the staff members who have some interaction with external stakeholders (N=10) stated that they would not have used e-mails as much, if at all, if e-mail use was not commonly in practice among stakeholders and peer organizations.

As quoted above, staff members whose job description includes interaction with stakeholders might try to avoid e-mail communication and use alternatives, such as a facsimile transmission. 50% of staff members using e-mails for organization-related purposes (N=14) reported feeling no obligation to use e-mails, except to comply with most stakeholders’ preferred mean of communication.

Perceived peer influence – Suggests that adoption or rejection of media is also related to one’s views of peer attitudes and perceptions of media appropriateness and usefulness to the organization (Fulk & DeSanctis, 1995; Fulk, Schmitz, & Steinfield, 1990; Schmitz & Fulk, 1991). The beliefs about general e-mail use in the organization project two contradicting images:

There are people here who do most of their work on the computer, so they use their e-mail most. It makes things easier. My only criticism is that people don't respond to e-mails as a primary communication method, and [then] I have to follow-up with a phone call. Others who are more in human services, work with kids for example, [so they] check their e-mails once a day, and I have to go down to their office and see them to remind them of the memo [that was sent by e-mail] (staff member 9AM-5PM)

“Well, as far as using e-mail, they (in previous working place, a non-for-profit) use it more business-wise... you could take care of business through e-mail, just transmit small questions, and transactions and things ...people could ask me questions [by e-mail] and I could reply right online... I didn't need to talk to them on the phone, have online links available for them in the e-mails, and... it would make my life much easier. Here we don’t use it for just the same
On one hand, 4 9AM-5PM staff members (44%), and 8 of the after-school staff (80%) were convinced that work-related e-mail is used to some extent by all members of the organization who have full or partial access to computers. On the other hand, all respondents perceived face-to-face conversations to be the most effective communication method (as described in the above paragraphs). The outcome is that since e-mails are not considered to be a chief communication method between staff members, often face-to-face reinforcement is required: all staff members using work-related e-mails (N=11) stated face-to-face interactions or phone-calls would usually follow initial e-mail correspondence between staff. 72% (N=8) said that this was “just how things are done here”, meaning the majority of staff members who have organizational e-mail accounts don’t actually expect e-mails to be used in staff-to-staff communication.

In addition, 61.5% (N=16) of those who have some interaction with stakeholders stated that they complied with e-mail use (for the purpose of organization-stakeholders communication) after observing others within or outside the organization doing the same. 50% (N=8) of these individuals also stated that observing others use e-mails and understanding how useful it may be to their own organization-related tasks, encouraged them to expand e-mail use for more than stakeholders communication purposes (e.g. personal and staff-to-staff communication).

“for e-mail, I know that “O” uses it a lot, much more than I do. I don't think the majority of staff members use it as well. “I” might use it for her work, she might use e-mails, and then “A” uses it a lot. I would say most of the e-mail I get are internal, mainly from “O”...” (staff member 9AM-5PM)
Perceived opinion leadership – Key communicators, such as opinion leaders, contribute significantly to attitudes of media adoption or rejection throughout the organization (Charlton, Gittings, Leng, Little, & Neilsen, 1998; Lievrouw, 2002; Rogers, 1983, 2003; Still, 2006; Valente & Davis, 1999).

Members identified four specific individuals within the organization who use e-mails more extensively than others and promote use of this medium throughout the organization. These individuals were described by respondents as those most experienced with e-mail, two of which were perceived by 60% of the respondents as “heavy” e-mail users. Members’ perceptions of those individuals’ e-mail use was grounded in reality, as they all confirm extensive e-mail use compared to other staff members: Two sent or received over 16+ a day (occasionally over 30), and the other three stated sending or receiving about 10 a day.

In addition, respondents highlighted the use of e-mails by these mentioned individuals as a method of communicating within the organization: 61.5% respondents (N=16) reported receiving work-related e-mails from at least one of these individuals daily. Furthermore, 65.4% (N=17) identified two of these individuals as prominent sources and the organization’s “know-how” experts on e-mail use and computer technology. However, the influence of opinion leaders should be considered with an appreciation of the overall context of the network of social and communication relationship (Gatignon & Robertson, 1985; O'Callaghan, 1998; Rogers, 1983; Still, 2006; Thomas, 1967; Valente & Davis, 1999). In the studied organization only 18%, three staff members (N=3) and one of the volunteers, mentioned the prominent e-mail users playing any role in their daily decisions to use e-mails for work-related communication.

Compatibility – Adoption of new communication media in an organization is much influenced when opinion leaders and key personas point out how compatible the
medium is with the organization’s workflow and mission (Charlton, Gittings, Leng, Little, & Neilsen, 1998; O'Callaghan, 1998; Rogers, 2003; Still, 2006). In this case, e-mail use is found to be most compatible with the organization’s communication interaction with its external stakeholders, while most communication with other organization and community members is usually done via traditional media.

In the interviews, members were asked how these normative attitudes towards e-mail use might be compatible with the organization’s mission. All e-mail users among the respondents, and another three members who do not use e-mails (total N=17) stated e-mails best support the organization’s mission in its communication with external agencies, and much less with staff or local community communication.

“I think it HELPS the way this organization is run, because we deal with a lot of people who don't work here, like other organizations, and it helps to send them things, like information without having them come in or going to them to give it to them, or sending it by mail... we are able to send the information out fast. I guess it does fit the organization’s mission, because we deal with a lot of outside people and (organizations”. (staff member AM-5PM)

Many stakeholder organizations that the studied organization deals with, such as municipal and governmental agencies, require e-mail use on a regular basis. Staff members whose job descriptions require some level of interaction with these organizations are required to use e-mails for that specific communication.

“For the most part, if you're sending a document for someone to look at, like a draft, it makes sense, otherwise, if it's just questions or something general, I don't think it needs to go through e-mails. As far as talking to someone, I would say it's better to do it face to face or on the phone, especially, since it's a small place, and we don't have a lot of people. If we were in a larger building or if they were more people here, it would make more sense to use e-mails. The only time I could really see that e-mail is necessary is if there was something someone needs to look on the computer and respond to you about [it]... (staff member AM-5PM)
However, as for communication within the organization, or for communication between the organization and its constituents, the normative communication methods (i.e. face-to-face, phone, memos) are also perceived as being the most compatible with the organization’s needs and nature. After-school staff hours overlap with the 9AM-5PM staff hours, which enables mutual updates through the aforementioned normative communication. Most volunteers arrive at the building within this time frame as well (9AM-8PM) and are updated as to the organization’s policies and events in a similar way, or by phone.

D. Opinions of e-mail use in a community affected by the “Digital divide”

“The organization is basically to improve the quality of life for the people in this community .... I’m just trying to do my best” (volunteer)

As quoted in one of the previous sections of this chapter, and in the above statement, the organization sees its mission as being an empowering agent, aiming to improve the quality of life of the community’s residents.

“There are some ways you can construct that (online technology), use different sources in the community, to make technology accessible, but you also have to deal with your climbs, the inability, the lack of structure home, so with these [challenges] the internet does not have the same impact on this urban neighbourhood, as it would in the rest of the region, based on the fact of economics. Having this understood, “this is not a one shoe fit all” situation, when it comes to dealing with the inner-urban area... we need to create the structure that would allow us in the modern American society, to get from point A to Z, and make sure that we considered every component of what it would take for us to get to the full extent, that we didn’t leave anyone out...” (stakeholder)

42.3% (N=11) of the respondents believe use of online technology and e-mail communication is relevant to the organization’s mission. These respondents linked the lack of high technology communication alternatives, and the historical nature of this
community to more traditional and personal information exchange practices, such as face-to-face and phone calls.

34.6% (N=9), including prominent staff members (N=5), volunteers (N=3), and stakeholders (N=1), suggested that the basic necessities of the community must be addressed before e-mail use is applied as a common community-related information exchange practice. Hence, the organization includes in its mission providing information technology education to adults and youth, as well as expanding youth’s exposure to potential higher education (i.e. college) choices, as a key to becoming a productive member of the community.

E. The “digital divide” alternatives to electronic communication

The affecting socio-economic context in the community served by the studied organization, also known as the “digital divide”, has influenced the level and intensity of various ICT in this community. One unexpected discovery of this research, which may be related to the “digital divide”, was the growing extent to which a new communication method other than e-mail is in use throughout the community: text messaging via cell phone used is increasingly used throughout the community, as 23% of organization members (N=6) mentioned in their interviews.

“...people are engaged in so many activities, that it is difficult to keep track of it all... I think technology enables us to keep track. 30% of the population has cell phones... it's cheap and it allows them to stay connected...” (after school staff member)

Among the reasons offered by members for preferring cell phone text messaging as a mean of communication with their social circles, were the devices’ low cost and availability. Service costs are in most cases free (depending on the service plan and
provider), and that text messaging can be also done via alternative online media (i.e. through the service provider’s web-site).

Not every respondent has a cell phone though, and those who do, do not necessarily use it for more than making or receiving phone calls. The use of cell phones for text messaging was first mentioned in an interview with one of the after-school programme staff members who, like other respondents in this group – doesn’t use computers or e-mails to perform organization-related tasks.

Statements regarding perceptions varied and were inconclusive. Since the information about cell phone use was not the focus of this research, and was brought up by an interviewee half-way through the study, it is difficult to assess how many members actually think there is some potential for cell phones as an organizational and/or community communication tool. Data collected is reviewed in appendix E.

The following chapter discusses the findings in relations to norms of e-mail use as exhibited in this case study, opinion leaders and social influence, social context and “digital divide” effects. Both theoretical and practical implications of this research are also discussed.
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS

This research examined the extensiveness and nature of the social influence processes affecting e-mail use in the studied organization, and the role opinion leaders play in shaping the use of this medium. The research follows and extends the SIMTU model to study social influence on media use in NFP grassroots organizations.

Discussion

A. Information demographics and reported e-mail related attitudes:

Affiliation - The study was conducted in a small grassroots organization operating within, and serving, a specific urban community in which most of the population had low socio-economic and education backgrounds (as described in methods chapter). The study sought a better understanding of the social contexts and processes influencing members of this organization to adopt or reject e-mail use.

Most of the organization’s members (staff in different employment capacities and volunteers), are also residents of this community, and viewed their involvement in the organization as an extension of their involvement in the community. The fact that 65.4% of respondents were residents of the community in which the organization operated, and they fairly represented the overall type of population (in terms of race, education, and socio-economic background), provides a better understanding of the community’s social context and “state of mind” regarding e-mail use as a mean of communication. By focusing on this sample, the study provides a wider view of the social context affecting media choice in NFP organizations that are also community-based.
Members’ overall task-related computer use – as most of the organization’s staff members in the sample attested, computer use was not the primary method of communication for most of the work done in the organization. Staff members and volunteers both, treat this technology as a work tool rather than a substitute for tasks traditionally performed manually. Many suggested that although computers make “life easier” at the organization, the need for these machines is solely derived from outside needs and pressure.

E-mail use experience – a minority of respondents had previous experience with e-mail use, prior to becoming organization members (staff or volunteers). As many of the respondents suggested, the reasons for that varies, and may include the following: low levels of college attendance, previous employment that did not require computer and e-mail use (e.g. service and support jobs), or lack of infrastructure and funds for the required hardware, software, and/or net access. Additionally, most staff members in managerial positions reported having no experience with e-mail use prior to working in the organization. Hence, organization membership (especially – employment) was independent of computer and IT experience.

Findings suggest that social affiliation with the community plays a role in media choice processes in some grassroots community-based NFP organization. Therefore, social influence processes on e-mail use in such organizations are derived from a more comprehensive social context, which exists beyond the boundaries of the organization itself.

B. E-mail use: self-reported attitudes, norms and preferences:

Applying SIMTU in this study enabled findings of self-reported attitudes and normative behaviour towards e-mail use among organization members. Self-reports of individuals’ experiences with e-mail use and alternative communication media with
peers and constituents provided information on members’ perceptions of the value, costs, and benefits of e-mail use. Most of the organization’s constituents and members did not regard e-mail use as a life necessity. In carrying out the organization’s mission – to better the quality of life of the specific urban community – e-mail use was not perceived as a requirement, and most members expressed a preference for personal interactions (e.g. face-to-face or phone call conversations). E-mail’s ability to overcome constraints on time and distance was not considered as an incentive to obtain the relevant technical proficiency needed to maximise this ability.

The attitudes reported within the organization resonate in the surrounding community, in which the organization operates. Members who are also community residents stated preferring face-to-face interactions over all other forms of communication. Other preferred media were equally traditional: phone calls or notes conveying information regarding community activities and other social activities. E-mail and online interaction were less common among members due to social and economical reasons. All interviewees highlighted personal interaction as the most advantageous means of communication for community related information flow. Economical reasons for rejecting e-mail use by members of the community will be discussed further in this chapter.

As suggested by structuration theory (Giddens, 1979), human action is a result of a given structure (e.g. an organization), which is by itself a result of previous human actions. An organization’s rules and resources generate human actions (e.g. e-mail use), while at the same time these actions are being reaffirmed by the actions of other individuals (Orlikowski, 1992; Poole & DeSanctis, 1990). Using SIMTU enabled identification of the triadic reciprocal interaction in regards to e-mail use norms that exists between members, the organization’s structure and mission, and the surrounding community. Each of these agents supports a systematic rejection of e-mail use. The
reciprocal interaction feeds each agent with the necessary social approval for this normative attitude towards online communication and e-mail use: The unenthusiastic attitudes and norms of behaviour regarding e-mail use among the studied organization’s members is a product of the constituent community and organization’s perception of this medium’s social effectiveness.

Further investigation of norms and preferences indicated adoption of e-mail use for interactions and information flow from- and to- agents external to the organization and community. These finding suggested a parallel triadic reciprocal interaction structure between members, the organization’s mission, and external stakeholders (such as funders and governmental organizations), which supported e-mail use normative behaviour.

The middle-ground between those two different approaches, of rejecting and adopting e-mail use, depending on the purpose of communication, can be found in the organization-community e-mail list-serve. Though e-mail use was far from being a popular communication medium among community members, making information available through specific e-mail contacts throughout the community, suggests the organization is slowly allowing external norms to impact its mission. The gradual change is taking place because of the advocacy of individual members of the organization who reported prioritising e-mail higher than other members.

C. E-mail use: Self-reported perceptions & beliefs regarding others’ use of e-mail:

This study, as others investigating social influence on media use, demonstrates that media choice, i.e. e-mail use, is directly related to how one perceives others’ use of a given technology. The model enabled the inquiry of members’ beliefs and expectations of normative e-mail use within the organization; what or who shaped
their opinion regarding e-mail use; and personal perceptions as to e-mail use’s compatibility with the organization’s mission.

Findings show that perceived expectations have their origins in the organization’s social environment, as well as the social environment in which the organization operates, i.e. the community. Many expressed their understanding of an “unspoken” expectation from peer organization members, as well as peer constituents, to use more personal communication methods to convey information between the organization and community.

Respondents felt that most organization and community members do not care for e-mail use, as it is impersonal, and its benefits are limited in the kind of relationship the organization is maintaining between members and constituents. E-mails and online communication were perceived as more relevant for communication with the world “beyond” the community. E-mails use was to convey information between the organization and its partners beyond the community it serves. Therefore, “high volume” e-mail users in the organization were identified as individual members who were responsible for communication interaction with external stakeholders.

Findings showed that the social influence to which members in the organization were subjected, led to two contradicting actions: rejecting e-mail use, and adopting e-mail use. Findings showed that since many felt that their peers hardly, if at all, used e-mail for intra-organization communication, then they themselves opted to use e-mails less or not at all for similar communication. Nonetheless, most members shared the notion that inter-organization communication (i.e. with external agents) requires high-volume of e-mail use, therefore members who are in constant communication with stakeholders were more likely to adopt this technology. In the specific setting of this organization, the number of individuals who were perceived as being high-volume e-mail users was narrowed to a handful.
Technology-specific compatibility

SIMTU was applied in this study to examine perceptions of technology use as well as perceptions of technology compatibility (how well-matched is this technology with the organization (structure, social context, mission, etc.). Members were asked to share their ideas as to how others perceive and value e-mail use, and whether these perceptions have any impact on media choices.

All members suggested that the dominant perception was that the compatibility of e-mail use to the organization’s mission and workflow depended on the end-receiver of the communication. E-mail use was considered advantageous when it mediated communication between the organization and external stakeholders.

These perceptions led to the understanding that e-mails were better limited to organization-stakeholder communication, while being inappropriate for organization-constituency communication. The very few who internalised e-mail use on the merits of its possible contribution to the entire community were considered by others as a minority that could not affect the existing norms. The majority found no real value for implementing online technology to support organization-community communication. Therefore, there was no apparent need to consider using or expanding current use of e-mails for work-related tasks concerning information flow among members, the community or its residents.

Opinion leadership - in addition to investigating how members perceive normative e-mail use in the organization, the model was used to identify the contribution made by opinion leaders to e-mail use within the organization. Potential opinion leaders in the organization were “high-volume” e-mail users in medium- to high-managerial positions, or high level volunteers responsible for the organization-stakeholders information flow.
Despite their status within the organization, and indications that these individuals were urging peers within the organization and the community to use e-mail more, they were not trend setters. Unlike studies in for-profit or business-like NFP organizations, the individuals who did use e-mails in this organization had little influence on others in regards to adopting this medium.

The theory of diffusion of innovation (Rogers, 1983) argues that when normative behaviour leans towards change, opinion leadership emerges as innovative, while when the social climate is more conservative towards change, opinion leadership is less innovative. The observations and findings of this study support this argument.

D. The “digital divide”:

Though this thesis was not originally designed to explore the digital divide, the findings indicated a strong relationship between the relevant social context affecting the use of e-mail in the studied organization and the notion of this aspect of online communication. Therefore, the thesis examined the social context in which members of a community opt to become e-mail users as part of their community civic engagement, and how this decision may affect adoption or rejection of this technology among members of the grassroots organization serving that community.

Contributing to respondents’ rejection of e-mail use was the fact that a relatively small minority of community members had access to computers (either from home or work). For organization members who were responsible for sending out and receiving information from constituents, e-mail use was therefore perceived to be irrelevant.

Community members struggled daily with relatively extreme financial, educational and cultural challenges. As a minority urban community, most constituents were either unemployed or juggling more than one job in order to support their families. This community is characterised by a large number of residents who have low education
backgrounds. That means that for many of them, employment opportunities are limited mainly to service work, away from computers.

In a reality where computers and online communication are considered to be middle-class luxuries to which many have no access, relying on online media for information flow within the community is perceived by many as pointless. Therefore, grassroots organizations within the community explore ways to minimise the digital gap. One of these ways is to establish a steady information flow via e-mail, with community collectives - not individuals - that have access to online communication. The studied organization has successfully implemented that approach by creating an e-list serve including churches, block clubs and lay leaders within the community. The addressees on this list receive organization information and then forward it to the community through mainly interpersonal interactions. Another option to consider would be to explore electronic messaging to an electronic communication device which is used by far more many individuals in the community – the cell phone.

However, as a dominant figure in the community suggested, the grassroots organization’s mission to minimise the digital divide should concentrate on the things that matter most: making good education affordable and accessible, and promoting high employment ethics (according to this respondents, many young adults prefer the “easy-life” of drug dealers and petty thieves to an honest day’s-work). A change in the community’s attitude towards online communication media can be sought by answering the community’s chief concerns. Community leaders have therefore suggested implementing a series of after-school activities for the local youth, adult education programmes, and professional training courses sponsored by local businesses. A majority believes that once community members are able to obtain better education and as a result, (better) jobs that require computers, there will be an
increase in online communication (i.e. e-mail use) among members of the organization and community.

Research Implications

Previous studies that used SIMTU (Campbell & Russo, 2003; Fulk, Schmitz, & Steinfield, 1990; Schmitz & Fulk, 1991; Yuan et al., 2005), examined contextual social factors within the studied organizations. This study focused on a specific type of organization – community-based grassroots NFP organization – unlike the corporate organizations studied in the above mentioned studies.

This research demonstrates that attitudes, norms, and behaviours of individual peers and organizations outside of the grassroots organization being studied, may contribute to members’ perceptions and attitudes towards technology use. This study, therefore, suggests both theoretical and practical implications. The suggested aspect of theory outlines a potential extension of the SIMTU effective in community-based grassroots. Practically, it provides guidance on how to identify the broad social context yielding influence processes on media use in this type of organization, which is not motivated by business-like incentives.

Theoretical implications

This study proposes using SIMTU to investigate the social context supporting the community-based organization’s mission. In this type of NFP organization, the social context that may affect media use choices is generated from the social interaction between the organization’s members, and from the interaction between members and community constituents. The focus of the proposed modification to the model is on the immediate social environment in which such an organization operates, and its
potential provisions to the social processes affecting organization members use of technology.

The implementation of the proposed expanded model with the use of in-depth interviews and participant observations outlines the extension and impact of the social context. It enables more comprehensive probing of the social influence processes affecting technology use, such as e-mail use, and identification of relevant opinion leaders.

Figure 2: Proposed Expansion of SIMTU
NOTE: Proposed expansion is shown in bold
Practical Implications

This thesis suggests that the study of social influence on technology use in organizations is dependent on external social variables as well as internal variables, especially in organizations which are not for profit, not business-oriented and community-based. For the investigation of these external variables or provisions, the proposed extension requires the research methods to allow for elaborate inquiry of the social context in which the organization and its members operate.

Research methods employed in such a study should survey or probe normative behaviours, attitudes and perceptions regarding media use in the studied organization as well as its constituent community:

Sample & setting – For implementation of the expansion of the model, a sample should be taken from the general community population. A study should be set within the given organization, as well as in peer local organization and amongst individual community members. In addition, observations should focus on community-based, public computer venues (such as the local library), and respondents’ homes.

Self-reported attitudes and behaviour towards specific technology use – Data collected on the community’s normative attitude towards media use should balance data collected from organization members.

Compatibility – the research needs to explore how compatible the technology is with the way of life of the organization’s constituency. As observed in this study, the way members viewed the constituents’ perception of the technology’s compatibility with the community- not just the organization- socially influenced media use within the organization.

Opinion Leaders - The examination of opinion leadership’s influence on a community-based NFP organization’s media use, should include asking organization
members to identify community-based influential figures, as well as trend-setters within the organization.

Future Research Directions

This study examined a single NFP grassroots organization in a specific urban community and setting. Hence, the findings are limited and cannot be generalised to other similar organizations. Further research should perhaps progress in two avenues:

1. Applying SIMTU to other, similar organizations (i.e. NFP grassroots), with like social agendas, and in similar settings (i.e. urban community). The goal of such comparisons is to better identify the social contexts which influence media use within the organization. Findings may provide support to the notion that the general constituency plays a role in the social influence processes affecting an organization’s member media use.

2. Conducting comparative research of the proposed expansion of SIMTU in two types of NFP organizations: a) grassroots/community-based organizations, and b) business-like organizations (e.g. museums or universities). Findings may provide support to the notion that members within a grassroots organization are subjected to social influence processes and incentives to adopt or reject technology use, both internal and external to the organization. Findings may also support notion that the social influence processes related to media use in business-like NFP are limited to intra-organization interaction.

Limitations

Generalisability

This study of social influence on media use in a community-based grassroots organization provides some insights into the social context in which organization
members interact with each other. The study’s high response rate (72%) validates the findings and makes the conclusions generalisable to the entire studied organization. Findings reflect attitudes and behaviours somewhat normative in the larger community in which the organization operates. Nevertheless, it can be argued that these findings cannot be generalisable to the entire community, nor may they be used to generalise other community-based NFP grassroots organizations.

The research was not designed to be generalisable, but to probe into the possible outcomes a study in an NFP grassroots organization may produce that would be different from previous organizational communication studies. Data collected on perceptions and attitudes identified the social influence processes affecting e-mail use in the studied organization. By doing so, the study achieved its purpose.

The reliability of the data depends on the time frame in which it was taken, as well as the environment. The findings were gathered during a short period of two to three months. As they reflect a specific existing reality in the studied organization, reliable conclusions are subjected to the findings of that period alone. As time passes, many organizations experience members’ replacement, as well as other structural changes that may result in different outcomes for a similar study done at a later date. Equivalent studies in similar NFP organizations in the community may contribute to the generalisability of the data if conducted at the same time frame (“synchronous” reliability).

The impact of ethnography

The study employed qualitative research methods, in-depth interview and participant observation to obtain data on perceptions and attitudes towards e-mail use. The ethnographic research methods required the researcher to personally interact with
the study’s subjects (Miles & Huberman, 1994), which may have yielded some influence on respondents and their responses.

The literature (Kirk & Miller, 1986; Miles & Huberman, 1994) suggests that researchers maintain the integrity of their study by offering full disclosure of the research methods structure and outcomes of the researcher-respondent interaction. Researchers are also instructed (Kirk & Miller, 1986; Knorr Cetina, 1999; Rosaldo, 1993) to acknowledge their preconceived expectations for outcomes.

This study was designed as a set of interviews and observations to be conducted in person by the researcher with each respondent individually. An important aspect of applying these research methods was the establishing of trust between the researcher and respondents. Organization members needed to be reassured that anonymity was granted to all, whether they agreed to participate in the study or not, and that by no means would any information about their behaviour or conversations with the researcher be known to others. Therefore, interviews were scheduled directly and discretely with respondents and the participants name list- as well as rejections and negative responses- was not shared with the organization’s liaison.

An additional concern arose because respondents were not used to hosting academic inquiries in the organization. The workers requested to learn more about the project and the researcher’s background and personality. Therefore, during the first couple of weeks of the study, adjustments were made in the way interviews were handled to allow respondents to gain a better understanding of the study’s purposes and reassure them of the confidentiality of their input. This was done by scheduling longer interview sessions and conducting a more personal conversation at the beginning of the interview. This part of the interview was not recorded, however, it may have provided additional information that was later incorporated in the field notes.
It is worth mentioning that some of the respondents initially expressed concern as to the intentions and integrity of the researcher, due to differences in race. However, members expressed increased confidence in the researcher’s objectivity after learning that the researcher was not an American citizen, and so, not likely to have been exposed to or influenced by certain race-related biases held by some white Americans.

**Conclusion**

This study echoes various diverse aspects of social influence on e-mail use in a community-based organization. Community-based grassroots organizations draw their strengths and support from the constituent community they serve. Therefore, organizational and structural behaviours and attitudes are subjected to norms projected from the constituent community, as well as social processes within the organization.

The research illustrates that processes of media adoption occur at different paces and with varying levels of success among NFP community-based organizations. The study demonstrates the triadic, reciprocal forces affecting media use, specifically e-mail use. Behaviour, perceptions, and contextual events interact and influence each other bi-directionally: Members’ reluctance to use e-mail is a direct outcome of the general population’s attitude towards this medium. In addition, these attitudes feed back to the organization’s paradigm, limiting the possibilities of expanding e-mail use to the carrying out actions for its mission.

Moreover, the inquiry for identifiable opinion leaders is tinted with the comprehensive social context in which the organization operates. The study confirms that when the normative attitude has a negative disposition of (specific) technology use, adoption of new communication technology will be less widespread even when the technology promises more convenience in communication.
APPENDIX A
IN-DEPTH INTERVIEW & QUESTIONNAIRE

A) Interview semi-constructed questions:
* To avoid identification of participants through the organization’s name, the original name was replaced with the acronym NFPGO (not-for-profit grassroots organization).

General questions:
1. Please describe the kind of work you do at this organization. How long have you been doing this work? What are your job responsibilities and how do you do what you do? (e.g. describe a typical day’s work - what do you first do when you come in... what’s next?...etc.)
2. [Information exchange preferences] - How do you get information about “things” such as new activities, management messages and so forth at NFPGO (e.g. office mailbox, face-to-face, memo on desk, phone, e-mail, post, billboard, etc.) ...? How do you inform others at NFPGO on activities or messages (even trivial things as change of schedule) related to your work? Give me an example.
3. [Familiarity with computer-based applications] What computer-based programmes do you use for your work (e.g. Word, Excel, e-mail, etc.).
4. [Expertise & level of comfort] When you use computer-based programmes, what do you find most easy to do? Why is that?
5. [Expertise & level of comfort] When you use computer-based programmes, what is most difficult? Why is that?

Compatibility:
[Relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, triability, and observability]
6. [Complexity - organization] Does using e-mail at NFPGO make things easier or more complicated? How? (depending on previous questions’ response) When did it become easier / more complicated? Why? What is NFPGO’s most challenging aspect of using e-mail?
7. [Complexity – individual] What is the most annoying experience you had with e-mails?... what is the most gratifying experience, if any, you have had with e-mails in your work? If you needed to e-mail me a message for changing our meeting time – how would you do that?
8. [Triability] Tell me about how e-mails were first introduced at NFPGO? Was that your first experience with e-mails? Or (based on previous response) did you use e-mails before beginning working at NFPGO?... Tell me about that.
9. [Compatibility] What purposes does e-mail use serve best at NFPGO? Is it necessary to know how to use e-mails before beginning working at NFPGO?

7 If response discusses e-mails as preferred method, move to question 6; return to 3-5 later.
10. [Compatibility] How would you describe the compatibility of e-mails with this organization’s work-style and mission? Describe your average daily use of e-mails ... for what purposes? How is that different from how you were using e-mails 5 years ago, or in your previous job? How does e-mail affect this organization’s mission?

11. [Relative advantage – organization] Compare your work with and without e-mails... give me an example

12. [Relative advantage - individual] What kind of impact, if any, does using e-mail have on your work at NFPGO?... has e-mail use changed the way you do things at NFPGO? How? Give me an example.

13. [Observability] What kind of impact, if any does using e-mail have on NFPGO?

Perceptions of use:

14. [Norms of e-mail use] How would you describe the norm use of e-mail here at NFPGO? When was it introduced? By whom? How many people here (staff, volunteers) actually use e-mail in their work?

15. [Norms of media use] tell me about the ways NFPGO informs the community and other stakeholders (e.g. the municipality, partner-organizations, etc.) about activities, actions, decisions etc’? what is the preferred way to get information out?

16. [Norms of e-mail use] In your opinion, how would you characterise others’ e-mail use? (e.g. types of use, frequency, purposes, etc.).

17. [Effectiveness] What kind of support, if any, does e-mail use have from people at NFPGO? What impact, if any, has the use of e-mail had on others’ work in the daily context?

18. [Effectiveness] Does it make things at NFPGO easier or more complicated? ... hypothetically, if management was interested in expanding the use of e-mail in NFPGO during the next year, what would your opinion be on that? Why?

19. [Norms of e-mail use] Are there uses of e-mails that you view as inappropriate? Any specific examples? (For each norm violation response) How did you and the others around you (if any) react?

Identifying opinion leadership:

20. [opinion leaders – self perceptions] Do you advise or coach others with their computer use? If so, how? Give me an example.

21. [opinion leaders – self perceptions] Do you advise or coach others with their e-mail use? If so, how? Give me an example.

22. [Opinion leaders – role model] Who do you turn to for advice about e-mail use, service or context? Why? When does that happen? Give me an example.

---

8 When e-mail was first introduced to ALL NFPGO employees.
9 The question is especially relevant for interviewees who have been with NFPGO before e-mail was in use. See previous comment.
10 Different from Q11, because this question discusses other individuals and not the organization as a whole.
23. [Opinion leaders] Who do you talk to at NFPGO about the benefits or disadvantages of e-mail use in your work? Why? Who initiates the conversation? Give me an example.

24. [Opinion leaders] Who do you talk to at NFPGO about the benefits or disadvantages of e-mail use in the organization? Why? Who initiates the conversation? Give me an example.

B) Questionnaire:

Interview #__________ Date: __________

Concluding questions (statistics):

A) Age: 18-29  30-39  40-49  50-59  60+
B) Gender: M / F / other
C) Residential area (in the community\footnote{The name of the community is omitted to maintain respondents \textquoteleft}confidentiality\.\textquoteright) / elsewhere in the region).
D) Level of education:
   a. Some of high-school education
   b. High school graduates.
   c. More education that high school graduates but less than bachelor degree.
   d. Some college.
   e. Bachelor degree.
   f. Master degree or higher.
E) Tenure (in the organization): years ___ months ___
F) How many hours spent per day at work on the computer:
   
   \begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
   \hline
   1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 & 8 & 9 & 10 & 10+ \\
   \hline
   \end{tabular}

G) Experience with technology (e-mail). Years ____ / Months ____
H) Average use of e-mail (reply to inbox e-mails / compose new e-mails) per day: Never 1-5 times 6-10 times 11-15times 16+ times
I) Do you use e-mails more from home or from work?
J) What e-mail account do you use more (even for NFPGO\footnote{To avoid identification of participants through the organization\textquoteleft} name, the original name was replaced with the acronym NFPGO (not-for-profit grassroots organization).\textquoteright) related work): your NFPGO.org account or a personal one (e.g. yahoo.com or gmail.com)?

\footnote{The name of the community is omitted to maintain respondents `confidentiality.}
\footnote{To avoid identification of participants through the organization\textquoteleft} name, the original name was replaced with the acronym NFPGO (not-for-profit grassroots organization).}
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Sarah J. Demo, Coordinator
University Committee on Human Subjects
35 Thornwood Drive, Suite 500
Cornell University
Ithaca, NY 14850
(607) 255-5138
(607) 255-0758 (fax)
sj4@cornell.edu
http://www.osp.cornell.edu/Compliance/UCHS/homepageUCHS.htm

Sarah J. Demo, Coordinator
University Committee on Human Subjects
Office of Research Integrity and Assurance

2/27/2007
Letter/E-mail 1:

Hello,

RE: E-mail use research study at NFPGO - a request for an interview

You are invited to participate in a research study of the use of e-mails in a grassroots organization. You were selected as a possible participant because of your professional/lay involvement in the “Not-for-Profit Grassroots Organization” (NFPGO), Rochester (NY). The purpose of the research is to understand how e-mail use is incorporated in the social and work environment of this grassroots organization.

Procedure: If you agree to participate, I will be conducting an hour long interview with you which, with your permission, I would audio record for academic purposes.

Voluntary Nature of Participation: Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect your current or future relations with Cornell University or with NFPGO. Your participation is voluntary, and you may refuse to participate before the interview begins; you are also free to discontinue participation at any time, ask questions at any time, and/or skip any questions with no effect or penalty to yourself.

Confidentiality: The records of this study will be kept private. In any sort of report I might publish, I will not include any information that will make it possible to identify you. Research records will be kept in a locked file; only I will have access to the records. Recorded interviews will be securely stored in my office on audiotapes, and transcripts will be securely stored on my computer and several hard disks. Only I will have access to these records. All data will be destroyed (i.e., shredded or erased) when their use is no longer needed but not before a minimum of five years after data collection. In addition, no information as to your consent or refusal to participate in this research will be shared with anyone at NFPGO.

The research is conducted under the supervision of Professor Connie Yuan (PhD), the Department of Communication, Cornell University, Ithaca, Phone: 607-255-2603; Email: yy239@cornell.edu. You may contact professor Yuan or myself with any questions or special requests regarding this research.

Please contact me via phone (585-269-4372) or e-mail (sharon.shafrir@cornell.edu) to schedule an interview. This week (March 19 through March 22nd) my

---

13 To avoid identification of participants through the organization’s name, the original name was replaced with the acronym NFPGO (not-for-profit grassroots organization).
schedule is completely free. As for the following weeks, I’ll be available on Mondays and Tuesdays (mornings, afternoons and evenings), as well as on Friday mornings and over the weekend.

Thank you,
Sharon M. Shafrir, M.S. Student
--

Letter/E-mail 2 (followed 6 weeks later):

Hello,

About 6 weeks ago, I sent you a letter inviting you to participate in a research study of the use of e-mails in NFPGO, being a grassroots organization. You were selected as a possible participant because of your professional / lay involvement in the Not-for-Profit Grassroots Organization (NFPGO), Rochester (NY). The purpose of the research is to understand how e-mail use is incorporated in the social and work environment of this grassroots organization. A copy of the organization’s liaison e-mail on the subject is available at the bottom of this correspondence. As her message notes, I will not inform her or anyone else at NFPGO who accepted and who rejected my request for an interview. Your contribution to my research, whether or not you use e-mails or enjoy using e-mails, is invaluable, and I would sincerely appreciate your consent to being interviewed.

Procedure: With your consent, I will be conducting an hour long interview with you which, with your permission, I would audio record for academic purposes.

Voluntary Nature of Participation: Your decision to consent or decline will not affect your current or future relations with NFPGO or with Cornell University, which facilitates this research. Your participation is voluntary, and you may refuse to participate before the interview begins; you are also free to discontinue participation at any time, ask questions at any time, and/or skip any questions with no effect or penalty to yourself.

Confidentiality: The records of this study will be kept private. In any sort of report I might publish, I will not include any information that will make it possible to identify you. Research records will be kept in a locked file; only I will have access to the records. Recorded interviews will be securely stored in my office on audiotapes, and transcripts will be securely stored on my computer and several hard disks. Only I will have access to these records. All data will be destroyed (i.e., shredded or erased) when their use is no longer needed but not before a minimum of five years after data collection. In addition, no information as to your consent or refusal to participate in this research will be shared with anyone at NFPGO.

14 To maintain confidentiality, the liaison’s name was removed from the appendix.
The research is conducted under the supervision of Professor Connie Yuan (PhD), the Department of Communication, 308 Kennedy Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853 Phone: 607-255-2603; Fax: 607-254-1322; Email: vy239@cornell.edu. You may contact professor Yuan or myself with any questions or special requests.

Please e-mail me back or contact via phone (585-269-4372) to schedule an interview. Interviews may be scheduled on Mondays, Tuesday (morning, afternoon and evenings), and Friday mornings.

Thank you,  
Sharon M. Shafrir, M.S. Student

Subject: Interviews with Sharon Shafrir

Hello all,

For the past 6 weeks NFPGO has been hosting Ms. Sharon Shafrir, a university grad student, for a current research she is doing at our organization on our attitudes and uses of computers and e-mails, in which several of you have already kindly agreed to participate, and allowed Sharon to interview you.

Sharon’s study may shed light on how we at NFPGO utilize technology to our benefit, and how this technology may be adjusted better to our advantage. In order to achieve better and accurate results, Sharon will contact you in the next few days, with requests for interviews (maximum one hour long; those who already interviewed are exempt).

Participation in Sharon Shafrir’s study is voluntary and confidential. Sharon is not going to share with anyone at NFPGO information about study participants and the interviews. At the end of the study, her entire paper and conclusions will be available here for reading and observations.

You are not required to be supportive of computer technology, avid user, or computer literate. If you will receive Sharon Shafrir’s request in the next few days (either by e-mail or by post), I would appreciate it if you would consent to participate in her study. As mentioned above, Sharon is not going to inform me or anyone else at NFPGO who accepted and who rejected her request.

Thank you for your assistance
## Invitation Log Summary

**Table D.1 Invitation log summary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Number of Addressees</th>
<th>Number of Respondents</th>
<th>1st Attempt Response Rate</th>
<th>Number of Messages Unreplied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Letters</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-mail</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>15 <a href="#footnote-1">6 e-mails read, and 2 deleted unread</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face-to-Face</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

15 “On record” – relying on Microsoft Outlook technology, e-mails were sent out to respondents with a request to confirm reading of the received e-mail. Most of the organization’s computers in which this e-mail application is installed, are set to automatically respond to such request and inform the sender whether the message was read or was deleted unread, without notifying the recipient of this automated action.
Table D.1 (continue)

**Follow-up, 2\textsuperscript{nd} and 3\textsuperscript{rd} attempts\textsuperscript{16}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>2\textsuperscript{nd} Attempt</th>
<th>3\textsuperscript{rd} Attempt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of addressees:</td>
<td>2\textsuperscript{nd} number of messages unreplied:</td>
<td>3\textsuperscript{rd} number of messages unreplied:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letters (used for the 3\textsuperscript{rd} attempt)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-mails</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face-to-Face</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>85.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Totals: | 32 responds | 5 declines | 27 accepts | 4 no-response |

\textsuperscript{16} Attempts 2 and 3: resending messages to or initiating Face-to-Face communication with those who did not respond to the first invitation.

\textsuperscript{17} The response rate for attempts 2 & 3 may include replies \textbf{declining} the invitation to participate in the study.
APPENDIX E

CELL PHONE USE DATA

Data collected indicate that 23% of organization members (N=6) use their cell phones for text messaging, the majority of which is conducted for social purposes. Five organization members (19.2%) stated that they prefer text messaging to e-mail use and that they wouldn’t mind receiving organization-related information through this medium.

“Most of the after-school staff don’t really have cell phones... but the kids (youth) - about 25% [of them] have cell phones” (after school staff member)

However, two staff members who also reside in the community, age range 40-59, suggested ¼ of the local high-school students carry cell phones, and an additional 30% of community residents use this medium often as well. Another young staff member, who reported extensive use of cell phone text messaging capabilities (average of 30 messages a day), reported a wide local social network of teens and young adults (age range 16-24) who generate and receive 15-25 text messages per day with each other. The purpose for using this mean of communication, as reported by this individual, is mainly to share information about social events and activities, and to set-up meetings and social gatherings.

"For this community face-to-face is the best, but in a community so diverse, it’s always good to have other means of letting people know what’s going on” (staff member)

The findings suggest text messaging is increasingly accepted by youth and young community constituents as a normative form of communication which is both
available and affordable. As the social context makes this type of communication more acceptable, organization-related information flow among staff members and between the organization and constituents groups, may be expanded to this medium.
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